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I. ffifaomicffio® 
"It eannot b® ov®a?®apliaslg®d that iB the applieation of 
g®n«tios to aaiaal breeding h^  ^i» ©n® of the aost funda­
mental paraiieters of a popmlation,* I. Miehael Lemer. 
In oi?der to make ®ajEim«« or optianm proi^ esi in im­
proving the doaeitie ipeoiea of fam liveatoek, it is n®ees-
sary to have soaie knowledge ©f th® relative iaiportan®® of 
heredity and environment in determining the observed pheno-
typi© variane® in ©haraeteriaties of eeonomi® ii^ ortanoe. 
fh® Ghoiee of breeding plana t® toe followed will largely be 
determined by tli^  degree of heritability of the eharacters 
the breeder wiidiea ^ o iaprove* fhms aaas seleotion will 
uffiwlly be the laoat effioient method for trait# largely 
det®rBiin®d by h®i'®dity« On th® other hand, if heritability 
ia low an4 «®»st of th® phonotypi# variane® i« eausad by 
®nvirona«ntal affeottj, family seleotion perhaps with the use 
of inbreeding to form separate and distinet families, and 
progeny or sib testing will usually be re«iuir®d to make 
optimsM progress. 
Estimates of heritability of eeonomie traits for several 
speeies of fam livestoufe, partieularly for swine, dairy 
eattle, sheep and poid.try, have bem published by a number of 
in the present notation 
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ixivegtipitoFi. 0oapp«iiiiasiv® m^ lms of tho publltlitd esti­
mates of heritatoility for some of tlieie speeies hm^  remntlj 
appeared} for swiae (Craft, 19$3)» lleMel, 1950) I fos? milk 
md toutterfat prodmotioa C^ oliansson, 19^ 0) i for potiltry 
Clierzier* 1950) aad for skeep {Seri^ # 191^  )• In the pub-
lii^ ed reports for these speoies, herltaMlity estimates for 
most eeomomio traits have be^  relatively low* For the most 
part they fall into the range of 10 to 30 per oent. 
Only a few estimates of heritability of produetion 
traits of beef oattle have been published. The first were 
those of Inapp and lordskog (I9t|.6a, 19l|.6b) based on data 
from the U. S. lange Station at Miles Oity, Montana, fheir 
estimates were very «aoh hi#ier than previously reported 
estimates for similar traits in dairy oattle and other 
speoies# and ranged fr« 30 per oent for weaning weig^ ht to 
above 90 per oent for gain in feo<a.©t and final feedlot 
weight. Later estimates from the same Station based on 
larger numbers (Knapp and Olark, 19^ 0) also gave rather hii^  
estimates of heritability for eo©n@mio traits althou^  some­
what lower thfiya those of Knapp and Io3?dskog (19I}.6). Patter-
son jt (19i|.9) published estiaatea similar in magnitude 
based on data oolleeted at the Bal^ rhea Substation of the 
Teaas Agrieultural S^ e^riment Station. 
If the true heritabilities of suoh produotion faotors as 
rate of gain in the fee^ dlot are anywhere nearly as high as 
these estimates indioate» rapid progress should be possible 
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mass ami llttl® afetentloa need to© giv«® fe® 
ppogsny m sito t®stiag ©r family s#l®Qtl®a, at loast for 
tlioi® traits whi^ rifei ©®uld to® a®aswr®d is tooth s®x®i« Sel®e-
tioa ©otjdld to® m©st ®ff®®tiT®3.y pr«©tle®d with sirss tiae® a 
r«lativ®ly amall proportiea of th« total ammtoor of mal®« ar® 
a®ed®d for tor®®dimg pmrpostt, tad th® lelaetioa differsntiala 
eould thus to® mad® mmeh larger thaa for faraalas* A m®thod of 
a«l®otioa toa»®d oa th® f#rfojwaa®® of poteatial aires to®tw®®a 
weaaiag i^ d th® toegiaaiag of th® followiag toreediag seasoa 
aiiould give maxinaa process. 
It s®®«»d desiratol® to make aa empirieal t®st of th® puto-
lished ®sti«yftt®s of heritatoility of rat®s of ©iia ia to®ef 
oattl®, that had toeea reaohed by tadireot «ad theoretioiCL 
meaas. Aa ®:^ drim®at to mke saoh a test ms therefor® 
started ia 1^ 7 at th® firgiala Agriealtural lasperia^ at 
Statloa. ®he otojeot was to aeasar# th® heritatoility of rat® 
of postweaaiag gala aad to «®asmre th® process that oould to® 
siade from s®l®otioa toy ©oapariag th® progeay ©f sires that 
had th«ias®lv«8 to®®a seleoted for rapid ^ aad for Aow rates ©f 
l^ ia. 
fh® preset stady oowrs th® results of th® first five 
years of this ej^ erlasiit, ©oaslstiag of fiir® ©alf erops, 19i|.9 
to 1955• otojeots of th® study w®r®t 
!• to male® ®i^ iri@al estiaat«s of the heritatoility of 
rate of'gala ia toeef oattl® and th® progress «3^ ®et®d £rm& 
s®l®otioa. 
k 
2. f© make ©atimatea ©f heritaMlitlo® of 
olshti? ta^ ortaat ®©oa#ai« ta to®«f ®attl«# 
J. f© ©ifeimat® tke g@n«ti© aad phasotsfpie r®3.at:i03asMpt 
•of eaiftala pi»odm©fci©a ©liai*a©t#rs ta te«®f eattli. 
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II. RlfllM OF IiIfHRAflHS 
A. Herltabillty ©f Eoonomio fr&lts in B@®f Cattle 
fh« first estimates @f lierltabilitj of production traits 
of beef cattle i^ re pmblisbed by Knapp and lordskog (19i4.6a). 
These estimtes were for growth Mad effleieaey factors. Tm 
asthods were useds intraolass oorrelation ©f paternal half-
slbs aad the regression of the progeny awrages on the sire*s 
reeord# tfsiag the half-sib eorrelation method they fomd 
biriti weight t© be 23 per eeht heritable, weaning weight 12 
per o«at, final feedlot weight 01 per eent, gain in feedlot 
99 per emt, and effleleaey ©f gain 7$ per ©ent« Using the 
Intra-year regression of offspring on sire they estimated 
herlti^ ility of birth weight t© be 3k- P«^  ©ent» weaning 
wei^ t 30 P«3P eent, final wel^ t 91|. per eent# daily gain on 
feed 97 per eent and effieienay of gain i|j0 per e«nt. e^se 
estimates were based ©n 177 steers# th® progeny of 23 biills 
at the Miles Olty, ffontana# Bange Station of the tJ. S. Dept. 
of Agricultwe. Bie aathors reoognized that this was a rela­
tively sfflall aas^ le and that the estimates were thus subject 
to eonslderable error, levertheless the results suggested 
fairly high heritabllities# 
Enapp and lordskog |19i|.6b) also estimated heritabilitles 
of live animal gr<^ es, seores, and certain eareass 
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ohapaet@rlsfel0s usiisg ssm® 177 st«®i*s. By the half-sib 
oorrelation method, they found heritability of weaning soore 
to bo 53 per eent, slamghiter grade 63 per oent, ©areass grade 
8ii. per eent» area of the eye amsele 57 per cent and oarcaas 
yield one per oent# Only one of these traits, soore at 
weaning, could also be estimated by the offspring-sire re­
gression wthod. fhls regression was low and negative and 
the best estimate of herltablllty by this method was con­
sidered to be asero* 
Knapp and Glark {19^ 7) reported estimates of herltablllty 
of rate of gain to the feedlot for each of three 8I|. day 
periods coaprislng a total feeding period of 252 days, by the 
Biethod of paternal half •sib correlations# Ihe herltablllty 
estimate for the first 8I|. day period was 10 per oent, for the 
second 5ii- per cent, and Qk per cent for the third and final 
period, fhese estimates were based on l{.22 steers sired by 52 
bulls, fh® authors concluded that herltablllty bf rat® of 
feedlot gain Is hig^ i and a^t progeny testing for this 
characteristic should not bo necessary since most rapid 
progress could be mad® by selection among prospective sires 
based on comparative feeding tests. They also suggested that 
progeny testing would be necess«E*y for carcass traits. 
Dawson, Phillips and Blacfe {19^ 7) reported herltablllty 
of birth wel^ t in beef Shorthorn calves at 11 to 29 per cent 
using the paternal half-slb correlation method. 
? 
Tyler^  Hyatt, Chapman and JMLokerson Cl9li,8) stmdiad 
h©rltability of body ®ls® In Holstialn-fi-iesian and Ayrshir® 
dairy eattl® by both th# half»aib oorralation method and 
intra-sir® regression of dau.^ t©r on dm. Body size waa 
neaiiured by hei^ t at i#ith©rs# oiroiamferenc© of th« shin 
bone, h®art igirtht and iddth at hips# For the Holstein-
Frleaiatis 15 per cent of the variation in body slz® at six 
months of ag®, 35 to 65 per cent of that at 18 nonths, and 
35 to 65 P«r oent at aatxirity was attributed to hereditary 
dlfferenoea. A»ng the Ayrshlres heritability of body aiz® 
at fix months of age was estimated at 20 to 35 P®r oent* siae 
at 12 months at 30 to 60 per ©ent, sia® at 18 months at 20 to 
i^ 0 per eent, and 15 to SO P«»r oent at 36 aontha of ag®. 
Tyler and Hyatt (19%8) estfcaated that berltability of 
official typo seore in Ayrshire ©attl® was li.8 per oent using 
th® lmlf»aib Mthod and 28 per oent by the intra-sire regjTos-
slon of daughter on dam. 
Patterson, Jones, Bayles, and Turnbou^  {19ii.9) reported 
estiaates of within year paternal half-sib ©orreiatlons for 
rate of gain of 8lit. young bulls and lOlj. heifers in progeny 
groups of 6 to 10 per sir© fed over a seven year period at 
the Balmohrea, $exas, substation, fha obaerved correlations, 
.260 for the bulls said .30i|. for the heifers, would glv® 
heritability estlaatos in ©xeess of 100 per oent. fh» 
authors suggest that th® high eorrelatlons may b® due to 
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stellar pratest ©wiroaraieatal ©©ndltioiii for fch« oalvss of 
oil® progony and to different pr»t®st ®iiirlr©iim@nts among 
pr©g9ni®8 fre® different br®®d®ra* ®s.®y also sugg®st, how-
®v®rj that ability for rapid gain Is highly horltabl® and 
that Individual s«l«etlon on porformaao® should prov® nost 
«ff«6tiv« In ia^ rovi^  rat® of gain in b®®f eattl®. 
Garter and Einoaid Cl9l},9) r®p©rted horltability of gain 
on pastur® by b®®f stoers and h®if®rs by th® half-sib corre­
lation fflsttood to b® S9 p®r ©®nt« 
Inapp and Clark (1950) published r®vls®d h®ritability 
ostimtss for prodwtlon traita of b»®f cattl®, based on 
considerably larger nwbers .than were avail&bl® for th® 
»arlier estimates of Inapp and Sordateog Cl9l<^ 6a, 19l|.6b) at th® 
sam® stations. Herltabllity of th® Tarious traits by th® 
half»sib correlation aetl^ d wa® ©atlaated as follows i birth 
woigjit 53 p®r oentj weaning wei^ t Cag® corrected) 28 per 
centI final feedlot weight at l5 months of ag® 86 per o®ntj 
gain in feedlot 65 per centi slam#iter grade kB per c®nt| 
oaroaas grade 33 per cent and area of the eye lauscle 68 per 
cent. Estimates were ala® made by th® sire-offspring regres­
sion method for- two traita based on 72 sires and their 
progeny, fhese were« for final feedlot wei^ t at 15 laonths 
92 per cent suod for rate of gain in feedlot 77 per cent, 
fheae estimates ot horltability of birth and weaning weights 
were smewhat lower than those previously reported by Knapp 
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and lordskog (19l|.6a). fh© ©sfclmatts of h«ritablllty of rat® 
of gaia la tb® f®«dl©t and for qmalitj and eonfowation soor® 
w»r© 80ia®#i.at lower than, previous «stJj«t®s alttiou^  still 
rather high. 
Woodmrd and Clark (19^ 0) Investigated the repeatability 
of perforraanee of Hereford bulla used la different year# at 
both th® Milea Gity and Havre, lontaaa# Station®. They found 
a iigaifieaiit sire x, station interaotloa for rate of gain la 
feedlot. Some of the bulls that sired rapid gaining progeny 
at Miles Gity sired slow gaining progeny at Havre and vice 
versa* Bie relative rating of aoa® of the bulla was th© smm 
at both stations however* A slpiifleant sire x station inter-
aotion wa# also found for effloienoy of gain. 
Kineaid and Carter (195©) found a situation s<»i©«hat 
aimilar to that reported by Woodward .and Clarte# fwo or three 
sai^ lei of steer and heifer oalvea ^  th© same sires but born 
in sueoeasive years were obtained from several breeders and 
were finished as grass fat tw-yew-olda. 4 signlfleant sir© 
X year Interaotion was found for gains on pasture. 
These two studies (Woodward and Clark in 1950» Slnoald 
and Carter In 1950) teM to raise some question as to the 
reliability of the "high** estimates of herltability of ratea 
of gain arrived at by th© half-sib e©rrelatio.n aethod. 
Gregory# Blunn and Baker (1950) estlimted herltabilities 
of birth and weaning wei^ ts and gain froa birth to weaning 
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fos" calves at th® lorth Piatt® and Valentin®, Mtbraska, sub­
stations by th« httlf»sib oorrelation a®thod» fh« hepitability 
estimates for th© Tarious traits at th® lorth Piatt® and 
?al«ntin« stations war® respectively birth weight kS 100 
per cent, gain from birth to weantog aer® and 45 cent, 
and westtiing weight 26 and $2 per eent. 
Eoger and Baox (1952) used both the half-sib correlations 
and intra-sire regression of offspring on dam as methods ©f 
estimating heritability of weaning score and certain objec­
tive aeasures of type in Hei^ ford md mgm calves. Herita­
bility of weaning score for 125? grade Hereford calves was 
estiiaated at 2l|. per cent by the half-sib raethod and at 23 per 
cent by the regression method# the estimates for 715 Angus 
calves for the traits studied by th® two aethods respectively 
were I for overall weaning score 30 and 50 per cent# score 
f&r lowness 13 and per cent* score for thickness 10 and 15 
per cent, md score for smoothness 15 a»d l8 per cent. 
fhey also reported considerable progress in selection 
for compactness in the Hereford group. ffis.e cows were divided 
into three groups, large, intermediate and compact, according 
to body confomation aosd type. Biese cow groups were mated 
to bulls of similar type, th© large cow group to the largest 
bulls, the compact cow group to the most ccwapact bulls, etc. 
This constituted a change In aatii:^  system in the herd from 
essentially random mating to mating like to like. Under 
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random imting, prior to th® division of th® herd into tb® 
thr«# groups, h«ritability of weaning soor® was estimated at 
16 per oent bj the Imlf-sib correlation method* After the 
assortative mating was instituted the heritability estteate# 
for weaning soore averaged 1|.0 per cent and reached a high of 
60 per cent. There is no evidenee that oorreation was Biade 
for this departure from random Mating before the heritability 
estimates were made Iwswever. ®ie ®ii€iors state that mating 
should be random for a reliable estiBiat© of heritability by 
the half-sib method but interpret the results as indicating 
that heritability for this trait is fairly high. 
Knapp and Woodward (19$1) reported heritabilities of 
rate of gain by separate 28 day periods for a total feeding 
period of nine months, fhey found that heritability was 
fairly high at birth but droppe-d to 28 per oent at weaning. 
It r®Mained at 28 per oent for the first feeding period but 
increased rapidly to the sixth period after lAiieh there was 
little inorease in the heritability eitiraates whioh fluctuated 
frosa 80 to 99 per oent. fhe authors suggest that feeding 
periods of 100 to 150 days should furnish about as accurate 
an estimate of hereditary differences as longer feeding periods 
when M libitum feeding is practiced. 
Shelby, Clark and Woodward (1955) published revised 
estimates of heritability of important econwtaic traits in 
beef cattle, based on paternal half-sib analysis of the Miles 
12 
Git J data from 19l|.2 to 1951# study also Included data 
previously reported fey Kaapp and lordskog (19i|.6a, 19i4.6b) and 
Knapp and Glark (1950)» Th.®ir estiaatas of beritabilities 
and the 95 P«r cent eonfidenoe intervals of the estimates 
were as follows s Birth weight 72 C 60-80 )| weaning weight 23 
(3-I4-I); feedlot gain 60 (l|.6-72)| efficiency 22 (2-lj.O)} final 
wei^ xt 8i|. (77-89)} slau^ ter grade l|.2 (25-57) I shrink 91 (88-
9k)} dressing per ®wt 73 {62»8l)| caroaas grade 16 (0-35); 
eolor of eye muscle 31 (13-11.8)1 a^ x'ea of eye muscle 31 (13-
l|.8) and thicknesa of eye 38 (20-53 )• 
Cartwright (1955) reported a significant "between sire 
ooi^ onent** for auaraer gain on pasture of heifera of the Here­
ford and Briiiaia breeds and progeny of these two breeds, 
fhe heritability estimate for suiwer gain on pasture derived 
from tMs analysis was 19 p»r ©ent. 
Warwick and 0artwri#tt (1955) obtained estimates of 
heritability of feedlot gain based on 853 head of two breeds, 
one cross and three sex groupis fed on gain evaluation tests 
at the Blue Bonnet Fana of the Texas Station at McOregor. 
Fart of these cattle (266) had been entered in the test by 
cooperating breeders and the rewiinder (587) were produced on 
the station. 'Si® coiiparlsfns were based on the "gain ratio" 
obtained by dividing an aniiml's gain by the average of the 
sex, breed, year, and ration group in li^ aieh the individual 
was fed instead of the actual gains, fhis was don© to remove 
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fch® at y»iKP" lnt@i»aetloas previously f®und by Patterson 
gt al» (19$$) m H@ritability «stiiiat#a of gain in f®e<ilot 
from Imlf-aib loa&lysis r®ng®4 fri»a 33 t© 51 FSJ? s®nt and 
wr® gem rally lower for station raised cattl® than for thos® 
raised by privat® breeder eo©perat®r®. fMs was interpreted 
by the authnrs aa indieatiug that differsnoes in pretest en­
vironment might have b®@n ®©nf0und®d with sir® differences. 
An estiraat® of 54 P®r eent was ®btain®d fwa parent-offspring 
r®gr®ssi©n irarolTing 291 ©ffspring of 73 parents, Th» 
authors ©0nsid®r®d this estimate raor® reliabl® than th® half-
sib estimate. 
Koeh and Slark {1955a# 1955^ ) estimated h®ritabiliti«a 
of a ntMb®r of traits in b®«f heifers under rang® oonditions 
at the Miles City, Montana,. Station, toy paternal half-sib 
oorr«lationt by regression of' offspring on daia and by regres­
sion of progeny air®rag® on sir®, fh® esttoates from paternal 
half-sib amlysis and tfe® upper and lower 95 P®r cent fiduoial 
limits aa?®! birth weight .35 (•46-.25)I w®aning weight .24 
(•34*»17)} gain fron birth t® weaning #21 (•30-.li|.)j waaning 
soor® .18 {•27«»#ll)f yearling wel#it .47 (»T3-*37)f gain 
w»aning to yearling .39 (•63-*29)| yoarlii^  seor® .27 (.40** 
• 18). . Sstimat®s oomput®d fro® regression of offspring on daw 
and th®ir standard •rrors w®r®s birth weight •44-.04» 
weaning weight .lit,06} gain birth to weaning .07t.06 
w®anlE® seoiMs . 16^ .^0?} yearling w&l^ t •l|.3*.06f gain weaning 
to ysarling .l8t.06f yoarling seor® .llj.t*o6, Using r©gr®a-
sion of progeny average on sir® tia« ©stimates war® 8 birtli 
weight .3S^ »08| weaning wei^ t •2St,iij gain birth to 
weaning .17^ .12; weaning s@©re .15^ *13* fhe authors point 
out that exoept for birth weight all estimates computed fro® 
regression of offspring on daa w@re smaller than the respe©-
tive estimate fro® paternal half-sib analysis. They suggest 
failure to diseount «iriron»@ntal eorrelations aaong paternal 
half-sibs, confounding genetic enTironnental interactions 
with aire differences or negative correlations between the 
genes tiiich affect maternal en^ ironaent and the genes 
affecting response in the other traits as possible explana­
tions . 
fhe sraie authors (Eoch and Glark, 1955c) investigated 
the influence of maternal enviromatnt on correlations &m>ng 
half-sibst correlations between offspring and dam and corre­
lations between offspring and sire in beef calves. They 
concluded that maternal enviroiaaent had a large influence on 
birth weight, on gain fro® birth to weaning, and on weaning 
score^  but had little influence ©n yearling gain or yearling 
score. They also suggested that negative genetic correlations 
existed between mternal environment from birth to weaning 
and weaning gain and score# It is necessary to take proper 
accO'Unt of the genie values of the maternal effects In 
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«stl«ating heritabllltf of thos® traits lapg#ly affooted by 
th® matomal f^ e total gonio valm® affooting 
these traits consists of th® goaie value for the direct 
response in the trait plus the genio value of the maternal 
environment as it affeots the trait. leritabllity estimates 
based on ttoe direct genie effect plus the genie values of 
the maternal effects were calculated and are as follows: 
birth weight weaning wei^ it .19; gain birth to weaning 
• 12| weMdng score .16| yearling gain .IfO and yearling score 
.27. 
Bawson, Yao and Clarlc reported heritabillty 
estimates of five growth characters, three beef characters 
and 19 body Measurements coiiputed from paternal half-sib 
amlysis of data from S® milking Shorthorn-steers in nine 
sire progeny groups. The traits and their herltabilities, 
arbitrarily divided into four groups, were as follows! 
In the hi^  heritabillty gl^ mp were dressing percentage 
.69} carcass grade .67| width between eyes .63j slaughter 
grade .$8j days to final weight .57l width of aussile .50} 
age at a llvewiight of 500 lbs. •k$$ depth of chest .ij.0. 
In the Indium heritabillty group were ciroujaference of 
shin bone height at floor of chest *33} olroumf©renoe 
at foreflank .32. 
In the low heritabillty i^ oup were daily gain .19} 
width at last rib .1^ } width of chest .09} height of flank 
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•0:^ 1 d^fch at loltt •Olf.i .03# 
In th© zer® horitabllity group w®m width at hip •G05j 
l®ngth ®f body, rumpj souplinig and no«», width at shouldoi*, 
oii>oiaMf»i»®iie® at nair®l and eirewferone© of :p.eai» flank. 
lollins and Wagnon •Cl9^«) «#t'iMat®d h®ritabillty of 2lj.Q 
day weaning w«i^t in two h«i»^ of rang© H©i?®foi»d oattl®, 
on® of which was raaint&iwd on th® rimg© throughout th® year, 
th® oth®3? being auppl®a®nt®d during th® fall and wint®r. 
fh«y obtained an av«rag® ©stlaat® of .30 trmm paternal half-
•sib analysis. They eoneJAidod that th® Methods of management 
did not aff®ot th® heritability ©stiwat®# 
fh« san® authors C 1956b) reported an a^era^ ©stimat® of 
.36 for heritability of Meaning, grade in th® same herds from 
paternal half-sib analysia idLthin herd «Bd generation, fh® 
©atiraates from th® herd r«0®i¥ing amppleiMntary f««d war® 
eonsistently higher than thos® from th® herd maintained on 
tti® rang® without 8uppl#ii«at although th® differences wer® 
not statistieally sigalfioant. fhey also oaleulat®d .l|.2 and 
,29 »a h®rltability ®atiaat«i froa progress mad® by selection 
for higher weaning ©pades in th# two herds# ®ie eorrolations 
b®tw®«n weaning grad® and weaning wei^t was #12# 
B. t^iraates of Heritability in Other Bomestl© %®©i®s 
Swin® hav® been perhaps the most ®xtmsi¥ely studied of 
the domestio liir®atoek speoies with respeot to estimating the 
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geaetlo paraatters* In the United States, most of these 
studies have been carried out in th® ©©operative swine 
breeding projects within th® legional Swine Breeding iJtbora-
tory and have been reported by Graft (1953)* Hendel (1950) 
reviewed aost of these studies and in addition studies 
earried out in Ei»©p«, particularly in Deimark and Sweden. 
In general, th© estimates of heritability and repeatability 
of ©haraeteristies relating to sow produotivity sueh as num­
bers and weight of th© litter at birth «id at weaning have 
been low and most have fallen in the rang© of 10 to 20 per 
oent« Craft (1953) eonsiders 15 t© 1? per cent a reasonabl© 
estimate of heritability-of number farrowed, lendel (1950) 
has suggested 12 to 15 per ®®at of th® variation in thes© 
traits to be additively geneti©. 
Charaoteristios of body and oaroass oonfoiwation such as 
length of body, thiekness of b»skfat and thickness of belly 
hav© been rather highly heritable and fall in the rang© of 
l}.5 to 70 per oent (Bendel 1950). Barthermore, th© results of 
the testing work in the IMnish and Swedish progeny testing 
stations indicate adequate progress can b© made by selection 
in th©s© traits. 
Eat© and ©conomy of gain s©®ii to hav© seraiewhat inter­
mediate heritabilities. Several studies reviewed by Bendel 
(1950) reported heritability of rate of gain at or very close 
to 25 per cent. Graft (1953) reported a rang© of from 1? to 
l|.0 per oent in estimates of heritability of rat© of gain. 
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based on w«lglit at 15I|. dajs of ag«. E# also reported that 
gain from ^ aniijg to 2Q0 ponnds B@mB to b® somewhat aor« 
highly heritable than gain froa birth to weaning. 
Sei^ eral seleotion' eaqperlaents with swine oan be used a« 
eapirieal teats for th® estiimtes of heritabiHty of rate of, 
gain and other traits published by varioms investigators. 
IPhe Danish progeny testing sehewe from 1921 to 1935 reported 
by tosh (1936) and reviewed by lendel (1950) gives a remark­
able picture of long-ti«e ehiyc^ es ©eonrring in a population. 
Steady and eonsistent improvement has been brou^ t about in 
oareass oharacteristies suoh as body length and thickness of 
baekfat and belly, fhes® ehangea will sijpport the estimates 
of heritability in these traits. The results of the Swedish 
testing work are also in aeoord in that rather steady progress 
was made in iteas of oaroass quality. 
fhe pieture with respect t© rate of gain is not so 
clear. Considerable increase in rate of gain has occurred 
since th® Itoish testing prograa began in 1921. Th© Increase 
has oc<»rred in Juaps however, and caaye siaultaneously in 
both the Landrace and th© Xorkshir®, the two breeds tested, 
whereas changes in length occurred rather steadily but by no 
means at the same rate in th® two breeds* fhere is a strong 
suggestion that the i)^ rove»ent in rate ©f gain may largely 
be #1® to changes in maaageaent and nutrition .rather than 
being true changes in the genotype. 
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Two ©xperifflQUts have h@«n reported in which selections 
for rate or efficiency of gain in swine were wade in both 
directions# The experiment of Iridor, Fairbanks, Garroll, 
and Roberts (1911.6) covered fowr gensrations of selection for 
both hi#i and loir growth rates. ®ie average selection dif­
ferential in l80-day weight between the selected parents of 
the hi^  and low lines was 1^ $ pomds per generation. At 
the end of fotir generationsj, the average l80-day weij^ t of 
the rapid gaining line was 22.7 pounds above the average of 
the slow line. This would give a heritability estimate of 
12.6 per cent i^ ich is considerably smaller than previously 
ptiblished estimates derived fro® other data. However, an 
estimte of 2ii. per cent for heritability of l80*day weight 
was derived from these data by JKrlder jgt al by half-alb 
correlations, in estimate ©f 65 ptr emt was obtained by 
regression of offspring on dara. Thm@ estimates co®^ ared 
with the results actually obtained from selection are from 
two to five times too large and cast doubt on the validity 
of the half-sib and offspring-parent Methods for estimating 
heritability. 
Dlckerson and Qrlaes (191|.7) reported the results of five 
generations of selection for hl^  and low efficiency of feed 
utilization from 72 days of age to 225 pounds wei^ t in 
swine. The average selection differential between the lines 
was 20.5 pounds of feed per cwt# of gain. At the end of the 
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fiTo generations of seleotion, tbe superior line required an 
average of 25 pounds of feed less per toundred pounds gain than, 
the ineffioient line# ®his differenoe yielded a heritability 
figare of 2i|. per eent. Heritabllity was also estimated from 
the regression of progeny frea the m@em. of the parents and 
was found to be 26 per eent, a very close agreement with the 
results obtained frora seleetion* 
Craig, Morton and ferr ill reported the results of 
ten generations of seleetion for rapid gain and eight genera­
tions of selection for slow gain in the same easperiment re­
ported by Erider e^  al»Cl9li.6) above# leritability estimates 
from results obtained from seleetion were *17 for wei#it at 
15ij. days and *16 for weight at 180 days. Estimates obtained 
fro® regression on aidparent and from intrasire regression 
of offspring on da® were .16 laid #11}. for weig^ it at 151|. and 
l8o days respectively. Estteiates obtained from variance com­
ponents of .18 and for wel#it at the two ages were con­
sidered less reliable by the authors. Seleetion was as 
effective in separating the lines in later generations as in 
the first two. Biis was ©onsldered evidence that w>st of the 
genetic variance was additive and that epistasia was unim­
portant . 
Graft (1953) discussed the results actually obtained 
frora the selection practiced by the various stations in the 
Regional Swine Breeding laboratory. Data on i|.669 litters 
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from ii-O inbred lines fr®» six stations were included. The 
eaqpeoted progress fro« selection per generation is the seleo-
tion differential (si3®>eri©ritf of the selected parents above 
the average ©f the parental generation) times the heritability 
of the trait being seleoted for minus the decline from the 
inbreeding effect, fh# selection aetuallj practiced, i.e., 
the average selection differentials for the six stations weres 
litter sisse at birth plus #3 pigsi litter size at wetanlng plus 
.6 pigs I litter wei#it at weaning plus 22 pounds | weight of 
individual pig at weaning plus 3'6 Ibsf weight at I5i|^ ^ays 
plus 15 pounds, fhe improveamt in characters being selected 
for was definitely less than expected. After correcting for 
the expected decline from inbreeding, there ma little change 
in litter size and a decline in growth rate. The ii^rovement 
expected from selection without inbreeding should have been 
about 10 per cent in litter sise weaned and 20 per cent in­
crease In l$l4.-day weigbit. 
G, Correlations aaong Characters 
1. ghenotypic correlational 
Several investigators have studied phenotypic or gross 
correlatioBds among various characters In beef cattle. Ifee 
studies Imve included correlatiorai among several linear body 
measurements and between these measurements and such production 
2,2 
eharaaters as weight, rates and economy of gain smd feeder, 
slaughter and caroasa grades, as well as oorrelations among 
thB produetion traits. Others, have included ©orrelat,i0ns 
among gains aad® during different periods and seasons. 
Ikish (1932) studied the relationship of body shape of 
feeder steers, as expressed in terns of linear measurements, 
to rat# of gain, dressing pereentag© aad value of dressed 
earoass. Correlations of one measure to another were hli^  
(.6 to .8) and significant and 'were interpreted as mainly a 
refleotion of differences in general size among the steers. 
Oorrelations between the' measurements : and rat© of gain, 
dressing percentage and carcass valu© were low (.15 to .li-O) 
but sigQlfleant, fhe author concluded that there were some 
small positive oorrelations between general size and rat© of 
gain, dressing percentage and dressed carcass value but that 
there was no speeifl© ©fflprelatlon between these traits and a 
particular shape or rati® of mettsure»ents of general size. 
Black, Knapp and Sook (1938) reported s«it«feat higher 
correlations between linear measurements and rate and 
efficiency of gain, slau^ iter grade and carcass value, ©lis 
study, however, in©,lud#d beef and milking Shorthorns as well 
as dairy anlaals. Mlth such a heterogeneous gpoup soiaet^ at 
higher correlations between measurements and meat production 
traits might be expected than among animals of beef breeding 
only, fhey also reported cofrelatlons of slau^ ter grade 
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with «ffiei®noy (.5)s daily gain (•3$)J dressing pereentag# 
C»6)} and eareass quality (.8)» 
Hankins ®nd Bmk (1938) reported an extensive study of 
the relationships aosng various produotion and gpade faetora 
of heef in 2073 oattle of various agea, and both sexes at 
several ©©operating stations# aSiey reported that there was 
little relationship between body aeasureiaents and/or feeder 
grade and rates of gain» Initial weight was found to be the 
most important factor in slau^ ter and oar®ass ©pades aaong 
steer ealves but waa of less Importanoe in heifer oalves and 
in older steers. Feeder grade had a low correlation with 
rate of gain (.09) but was highly correlated with both 
slau^ ter and carcass grades (.71 and .69 respectively). 
Rate of gain had a correlation of .3$ with slaughter grade 
and .37 with carcass grade. Slau^ iter grade was highly corre­
lated (•86) with carcass grade. 
Stanley and MoGall (19i|.5) reported only very slight 
correlations between linear body aeasRireiaents and rate of 
gain and between feeder gr4d» and rate of gain. 
Enox iffid Koger (19I4-6) in a study of different types of 
feeder cattle reported a correlation of *2k between initial 
weight and feed lot gain. 
Cook, Kohli and Dawson (1951) studied the relationship 
among a number of lineia» body measurements and slauj^ ter 
grade, carcass grade and dressing percentage in Milking 
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BhOT%horn steers• Height measmrewents were moderately (and 
siguifioautly) ziegatiTely correlated with slaw^ ter and ear­
eass gT'ade to -.S). Other linear' aeasureaents had low 
(-.02 to .26) bmt ofteis iipiifloant correlations with these 
grades md with dressing percentage. Average daily gain had 
rather low (.15 to .21) correlation with slaughter and ear­
eass grades and dressing psroenti^ ®. Feed effioieney had low 
positive correlations (.15 «««1 .05) with slau^ ter and car-
oasa grades but was negatively correlated (-.15) with 
dressing percentage. Sressing percentage was significantly 
correlated with slau^ ter grade (.25) ®»d eareass grade iok^ h* 
& hi^  correlation (•69) was found between slau^ ter and car­
cass grade. 
Koger and &iox (1951) reported slight to small oowela-
tiojis ( .Oil. to .28) between 205 day weight eorrected for age 
of dam and subsequent gains ia the feedlot in Hereford steers. 
Sains during the yearling sumw on the range were also 
positively (.17) correlated with feedlot gain, fhe authors 
concluded that a positive relationship exists among gains in 
different periods. 
Eaapp and Clark (1951) reported the gross correlation 
between weaning scores of calves and subsequent gains in the 
feedlot as essentially aero. 
Yao, Dawson and Cook (1953) studied the relationship 
among numerous body measurements and rat® and efficiency of 
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gain, slaughiter and carcass grades and dressing percentag® 
in baef and milking Shorthorn steers# fhey confirmed the 
work of other inTestigators that high correlations exist 
among the various linear aeasmreiaenta on the same animal, 
probably an effect of general size, bat that there is little 
correlation between these TOmstt-reaients and daily gain, 
efficiency, slaughter or carcass grade and dressing per­
centage. fh® c«M?relations s®ong rate and efficiency of gain 
with slaughter and carcass grad© was near aero (.02 to .08). 
Both were negatively correlated with dressing percentage 
<-.09 and Slaufpiter and carcass grades were signifi­
cantly correlated with dressing percentage {.30 aad .i|.7 
respectively). Slaughter and carcass grades were highly 
correlated (.7). 
Dorhaii and Knox (1953) reported correlations between and 
araong grades and gains of Hereford cattle at different stages 
of ©powth. aaall negative correlations (-.006 to -.11) were 
found between calf grades tnd yearling suaraer gains on the 
range or subse{|uent feedlot gains and between yearling grade 
i^ d subsequent feedlot gains. Moderate but significant 
correlations wea^ e found between calf grad© and yearling grade 
(.26), calf grade and fat grade C.23)» and yearling grade said 
fat grade (.23). the correlations of ealf and yearling 
grades with carcass grade were small, .02 md .11 respectively. 
Feedlot gain was significantly correlated with fat and 
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eareass grades, *14.6 and ,3$ respeetlTelj, but th® correla­
tions of yearling gains witht the two grades were low (.10 and 
•02). Fat grade was fairly Mglilj and signifieantly corre­
lated with oarcaes grade 
Studies of the relationship between rate of gain and 
efficiency or economy of gain have been reported by several 
authors. Winters and McMahon (193S) reported a gross corre­
lation of .311. between these two characters in steers, yih&n 
the data were corrected for nasan live wei^ t, however, the 
correlation became ,71* Blmt md Knapp (1936) reported a 
correlation of .88 between gain and efficiency and l&aapp et 
al.(19ip.) a correlation of Other similar estimates of 
these two traits include? Stanley and HcCall (19i|.5) corre­
lations of .78 and .86 in two ®poups and a correlation of .70 
of Kohli et 
A high correlation between rate and efficiency of gain 
particularly in a population of equal gross body siae is 
largely automatic. This is due to th® more or less constant 
raaintenance requiresients for animals of the siyiie liveweight. 
In effect it is a ratio correlated with its denominator. 
Khapp and Baker {19I|.3f 19l|i^ ) pointed out the effect of 
liveweight on the relationship between efficiency and rate of 
gain, fhey found the gross correlations in a group of 66 
steers fed 273 days to be 0.43. However, when the observed 
gross efficiencies (TDH per cwt. gain) were corrected to a 
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ooramon liveweight of 700 lbs. th® ©orrslation b®oame O.83, 
From th«s« data they conolmded that eoi^ arlaons of gross 
«ffiei®n©i«s may often be misleading and should be made only 
among animals ©f similar sise. fhey suggested that selection 
for gross efficiency might result in th® choice of the 
lighter, slower gaining animals. Selection in a time con­
stant population among animals not of the saaa© siae should be 
made on rate of gain. 
ftMsse observations are in accord with that of Kleiber 
(1932) that the imintenance requirements of an aaiiaal increase 
with the 3Ath power of body weight. H© stated that the us© 
of absolute efficiency as an index is applicable only among 
animals of the same siise. 
2. genetic correlations 
Only a few estimates of genetic correlations among 
traits in beef cattle have been published. Knapp and Clark 
(19i|.7) reported ©n genetic relationships among growth 
rates during three subsequent 8l|. day periods during a total 
fattening period of 252 days. The genetic correlations found 
wereI between the first and second periods .82? between the 
second and third .70 and between the first and the third 
The respective phenotypic correlations were .26# .39 and .18. 
The authors concluded that a high degree of genetic relation­
ship exists among gains made in subse(|aent periods and that a 
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ifeorttr feedliag period than 250 days mlglit b© sufficient to 
measure genetle dlfferemes. 
Kidwell (195i|.) investigated the gene tie correlation 
among gains made by beef cattle during four subseqiuent 
periods# Tbe genetie ©orrelations found were as follows; 
(a) gain first winter and gains on range the following auiiiiier» 
(••16)f (b) gains first winter with gaiiMi seoond winter (.J5)» 
(o) suiiBier gain on range with subsequent fall gain while 
grazing aftermath (.12)} and (d) weaning weight and gains 
second winter (-.65)» ?h@ respective phenotypi® correlations 
were -*23* .25# -.i|.l and •.If# 
Knapp «ad €51ark (1951) found a genetic correlation of 
.3 between weanling score of Hereford calves and subsequent 
gains in the feedlot. fh® phenotypic correlation was 
essentially zero (.0001). 
Buiatti (195%) estimated the genetic correlation between 
hei^ t at withers and live weight in Ohianina heifers in 
Italy at ages of six and 12 months to be 1.02 and .7% 
respectively. Phenotypic correlations were esttoated at .55 
and .57. 
Wtlson et al. (195ii.) reported genetic correlations among 
gains of Hereford steers made In three successive periods# 
viz., limited feeding first wintert grazing yearling suoaer 
and full feed in dry lot second wint^ p. fhe correlations, 
based on paternal half^ sib analysis were 0.30l|.} 
a 
**^ 1^ 3 ^   ^ ®^ ® ladiritabllifcy ®stteat«s 
for gains in ®aeh ©f %h® tlir«« r^io4» w@r« •51}., •!$$ and 
•i|.2 r«spe©tif®:ly* Otti®r g@n®tie ©©rr^ lations ©sfeiaiated fro® 
th» »iu»« data inelwded area of loin ®j® and daily gain, 
in imo®#saiT« periods fro» ,79 to an ®stliaat«d 1.00; fat over 
tb» loin ®y® musel® «id daily gain in th® different periods -
• 12 to an ©atiiiated -l^ OO. Her it ability of area of loin ®y® 
iHuacl® was estimated at .73 ind @f fat ®^ ®r loin ®ye .56« 
Koeli and Clark C 31955a) reported rather extensiv® inireati-
gation® of g®B®tlo, en'rirojMental and phenotypie correla­
tions aaong gains at different periods wid grades or sooroa 
in rang® b®«f heifers at the V, S. Kang® Stations at Mil®® 
City, Monttna# Tht paternal half-sib method was used to ob­
tain the ®atlaat®s. Fairly hlgtat genetic eorrelatlons wer® 
found b®tw(i®n gains In a partioular period and soor® or grade 
at the end of th® period# 'Bm eorrelation b®tM»®n gains frow 
birth t© weaning and weaning soor® was •5© ®nd that b®tw®en 
yearling gain and y«aa«ling taore fhi eorr®lation b®-
tw«®n blr^  weight and weaning weight was .63 and was Inter­
preted by the authors a® i^ndloatlng that th® saa® g®ne» might 
b® affeoting tooth pr®mtal and postnatal growth to w®aning. 
The ®orr®lations of yearling gain with birth weight (.06) and 
with gain friM birth to w®aning i-.05) wer® n®ar zero how®v®r. 
Th® aulfeort e©neluded that yearling gain was genetically 
Independwat of birth w®l#it and preweanlng galna. 
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III, fHl IlfESflMTIOI 
4. Experimenfeal toiaals 
1. Ooira 
Tb© oows used In this «jcp«riffl@iit were all grade Here-
fords most of wMohj, 110 head# were purehased as random 
aa^ les of the heifer progeny of registere^ d Hereford bulls in 
coweroial Hereford herds in I«e Comty* Virginia. They were 
purchased as oalves over ttie three year period, 19l4.6-i|.8» fhe 
progeny of ten bulls were sraipled. An attempt was imde to 
secure a new sample frcaa a particular bull's progeny each 
year. Actually three socles were obtained fro® only four of 
the bulls, two samples from each of fow, and only one sample 
from each of two bulls. 
fhe calves were graded as feeder calves by official 
graders of the Division of Markets of the Virginia Department 
of Agriculture, lepilar standards for federal-state grading 
of feeder calves were used, fhe calves were graded as being 
in the top, middle, or lower third of their ^ ade in two of 
the years I9I4.6 and 19l*.7» but only to ttie nearest full grade 
in 19I|.8, 
These heifer calves were used in experiiaents in winter 
feeding and on grasing test® at the main station at 
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Bla®k»burg before being placed in th® breeding herd. They 
•wf®re part of an experiment to explore opttewia winter feeding 
levels for cattle to be finished on pastore under oonditiona 
prevailing in this i^ rtleular area. Two winter rations were 
fed. One group was fed romgbage ®ad a mall aaotmt of pro­
tein supplement at approximately malntenanee requlirwents« 
The other group was fed some additional grain to make about 
3/i|. lbs, gain per day. The heifers were paired by weight 
within sire progenies, one from eaohpair assigned at random 
to eaeh winter ration group. Aoteally the differenees In 
gaim between the two groups were not large. Baey averaged 
55 Ihs. per head in 19l|.6-l|.7| 35 lh«. in 19it.7-Pj h2 lbs. in 
md to B Ihs. la 191^ 9-50. 
The heifers were graaed during their yearling suisaaer on 
native blue grass and iidilte ©lover pasture of ejceellent 
quality. The pastures were ©onsldered of sufficiently good 
quality to insure near growth attainable under pas­
ture conditions In this area. At the end of the su»raer 
i ; 
graalng season the heifers wek*® graded as yearling feeder 
cattle by a coMilttee eonslstli:^  of three graders frcan the 
Division of Bferkets of th© firginla I^ partiwnt of Agriculture 
and two from ttie Animal Husbandry Departaient of the Tlrginia 
Agricultural Experiment Station, the heifers were graded by 
thirds of grades and the average of the grades of the commit­
tee was taken as the grade of the anisMil. The graders 
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worked iiid©peiicl«ntly altfeougli as a group, fosaiblj an 
oeeaaioiml roraiark of om of th® members may bav® influenced 
othars. flsds lastbod of grading by a eomitt®® made ©f 
official graders fr©« %h® DlTiiion of Markets and aeabers of 
the ataff of the toimal Husbandry Department was used for all 
liv® animal grades both feeder and alaughter in th® exp®ri-
isent. 
%a?e« ©thsr groups of eowii were used in this ejqp®riBM»nt. 
One of th®s« consisted of th® heifers ©f th® 19l|9 calf crop 
which w®r« th® first produced under the progeny testing phase 
of tbds ej^ eriaent. This entire group. It head, was added to 
thi6 herd without selection. Another group was a herd of 16 
laature grade Hereford cows froa th® college herd of the 
Animal Husbandry Department, laies® cows were a highly 
selected group and were the result of several generations of 
top crosses of Itio college Hereford herd sires on a group of 
native grade Hereford heifers obtained in 1930* these cows 
were used only one year, th® 19li.9 breeding season. ®xe 
third group consisted of th® heifers of the 19^  calf crop 
produced in this eaEperiaent. Siese heifers, ii.2 head, wer® 
transferred to the Beef Cattle Beseiapoh Station at Front 
Eoyal, Virginia, after their yearling stwrarar and were mated 
to two bulls at that station durii^  the suawr of 1952. 
•Eheir calves constituted two of the eight sire progenies of 
tSb.® 1953 ®&lf erop in this experiment. 
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With th® ©xoeption of th® 16 grade @oms from th® 
oolleg® herd# this cow herd might h® C0naid®r®d as a random 
saBl>le of th© grad® Hereford population of Virginia and 
adjaoont aroas of adjoining states, »© soleotion was prao-
tiosd in th® herd ©th@r than that da® to natural eausos. A 
few oows died, gen®raliy da® t® aeoidental ©ms®s and a few 
were disposed of for saoh reasons as failure t© hreed» 
peiittamnt laaeness da® to injury and canoer ey®i no selection 
was praetieed on th® produotion eharaoters being studied in 
this eacperiaasent. 
2, u^lls 
In the first three years of th® experSj^ nt# all of the 
bulls used In the reoord of p^ -^formane© feeding trials and 
the progeny test phases of experiment were borrowed from 
breeders, all from Virginia, with the exeeption of three bulls 
from one breeder in Maryland# ?h® bulls were obtained in 
lots of either on® or two from on® breeder in a particular 
year, litoere two bulls were obtained at one time fro® one 
breeder, th®y were usually but not always half brothers. 
Seleotion of the bulls was left entirely to th® br®@d«r ex-
oept that they wore requested not to send any bulls for th® 
test that had had unusually good or unusually poor treatment. 
The q^ lity of the bulls was usually about the average of 
the bulls produced in th® partieular herd. Few breeders were 
willing to send either their best or their poorest individual# 
for the test, fhe bulla might be eonsidered as a representa-
ti'?® taiiple of the bulls available to the oosmeroial cattle-
men of Virginia and adjoining states. 
fhe first two jears all the bulls were obtained as 
oalves at or near weaning tiae in the fall. Ei^ t bull 
©alves were secured and fed the winter of l%7»k^  and 2k during 
the fall and winter of 19^ «»i|.f| all wtre torefords. In the 
spring of 19^ 9 f 12 Hereford and 12 Angiw bull ealws that had 
been bom the preoeding fall were borrowed from breeders. 
These were carried frcmi June to October on pasture supple­
mented with grain fed at the rate of one per cent of body 
weight once dally in individual stalls. At the end of the 
grazing season 11 of the Angus and six of the Herefords were 
put on full feed for reeord of performnoe test. In addition 
to these "short* yearlings {12-15 months in age) a group of 
seven Hereford bull calves {six-nine months of age) wore se­
cured at weaning time and put on test at the same time as the 
older bulls. 
fh© bulls were fed at the Blaeksburg station during the 
winter of 19i|.7-i|.9. the si^ Mr of 19l|.8 the flrglnia Agri­
cultural SxperinMnt Station and the Bureau of iln2j»al Industry 
of iSie G. S. D. A. entered into an agreement for the coopera­
tive operation of the forwer W. 3* Amy Eeaount Station at 
front Eoyal, Virginia, as a beef cattle rese»ch station. At 
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the Front Boyal station were a ntarafoer of barns wltli Individual 
b03E stalls for laorses wMofe oomM be fairly easily converted 
Into Indlvldaal feeding stalls for eattl®. Slnee smeb 
facilities were limited at llaeteslMrgt ttoe bull feeding 
phase of the experiment was transferred to front Boyal in 19lf.8 
and all reeord of perfoiasyace tests with bulls have been oon-
dueted there sinoe that ti»® 
Beginning In tlae fall of 1950# all bulls ytiieh were fed 
on perforaanee test were owned by either the flrginla station 
or the Bureati of iniaal feiMstry# 'from one.-half to three-
fourths of thie bulls fed slnoe then liave been produeed in the 
purebred herds of Angus, Herefords or Siorthorns at the front 
Hoyal Station. In addition to bulls raised at the l^ ont 
Boyal Station, several bull oalves of eaoh breed were pur­
chased trm& breeders eaoh fall at weinlng time. Gonslderable 
selection for type and s©»e for welght-for-age at weaning was 
done on the bulls prodaeed In th® Front Boyal herds, slnoe 
only one-fourth to one-half of the bull calves produced were 
entered on feeding trials. Each sire in service at jKpont 
Boyal in any particular year however had at least two bull 
calves fed in the performance test. 
The purchased calves were secured from so®® of the 
loading herds of their breed, althou# not usually from herds 
i&lch Make a practice of extensive showing at the major 
fairs, fhe purchased bulls from th® Hereford and Angas 
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breeds have msuallj eon© Troa firglaia herds, isteile a nmiaew 
of Shorthorns have been seoured fr©m other states 
Maryland, West Virginia# Kentueky, Ohl©, Indiana and Illinois, 
fhe purehased ©alves were tt®mally mong the upper third of 
their breeders* prodaetion thou^  not often the very "beat" 
individuals fro® the standpoint ©f showyard type, fhe pur­
chased ©alves might be eonsidered as representative of the 
bulls available as potential herd sires t© the smaller pure­
bred breeders, 
fhe bulls obtained from other breeders, either thr©u^  
loan or pur ©has e, were trueked t© the station at whleh thsy 
were t© be fed. ®iere they were wei^ ied after an opportunity 
to rest and get started ©n feed but at any rate within a few 
days after arrival, fhey were graded ao©®rdlng t© feeder 
©attle standards (perhaps aedlfled soaeiAiiat by personal ideas 
©f type desired in breeding sniwals) by a ©©ffi»ittee ©f three 
©r more from the Aniaal Husbandbpy Departaent of the Virginia 
Station and the BureMi of ijsjtoal 3iidustry. fhe average of 
the ©erauiittee grades was ©©nsld#red the Initial grade of the 
anlaal. feltial grades were not obtained for the first group 
of bull ©alves (19l|.7*%6) but were seeured ©n aost ©f the 
©alves in subsequent years. &e bull ©alves raised on the 
Fr©nt loyal Station t<iere graded sJjillarly tiiea weaned about 
the middle ©f Oetober and were placed ®n feed individually. 
•Pheir weaning weights were taken as their initial feedlot 
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wdigbits. 
All bulla on rgioord ©f porfantane® test w®r® s#lf-f0d in 
individual stalls and individual f#«d r@6©rds war® kept, ©as 
bulls iaer9 tur>ned int© small lots near tb® barn for water and 
«x®rei8® for two to three hours thr®® times daily. Th® 
calv«s were in their Individual stall® with aeoess to f®ed 
the retaainder of th# tia®. Salt and mineral ralxtur® was kept 
before them in th# stalls# fhe ration varied from year to 
year but was the same for all ©alves within a partioular 
year. Hay aid grain were f®d ^  llbltuia sepsa^ ately for the 
first four years of the ©xperlment (19li.7-i^ .8 to 1950-^ 1). 
Considerable differwnees in the ratio of grain to hay eaten 
by different animals were observed. In 1950<«*^ 1 soh^  calves 
at® SO little hay that they beeane foundered. In the 
followlE® year, 195l-52» the ration was changed to a mixture 
of grain and chopped or ground hay in order to insure eaoh 
animal getting th® sm® proportion of hay snd concentrates. 
The length of the feeding period varied somewhat from 
year to year. The first group {fed in 19l4.7-i|S) were on feed 
l6l days. ®ie group fed in 19i|.8-%9 wer® on feed only II4.0 
days aae to delay In moving the feeding test to i¥ont Koyal. 
The older bulls f®d in 19i^ 9*$0# since they had been fed aovm 
grain on pasture, wer® on full feed only 112 days. The 
young®r bulls fed th® ssrae year were on feed 168 days. Sine® 
that tim®, 168 days has been adopted as the standard length 
of the feeding period as it covers twelve li|.-day periods and 
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is eloae t© th© masclJiw practieal Interral that oaua b® ritted 
b0tw««n waning tiia© in th® fall and th® beginning ©f th® 
breeding season In the spring. 
At the end ©f the feeding period th© bulls whioh were to 
be progeny tested were selected, th® sole criterion being 
their rate of gain during the feeding period# An equal number 
of the bulls making th® highest rates of gain and those 
making the lowest rates of gain dwlng the feeding period 
wore retained for progeny testing. In a few oases# bulls 
making extreraely low rates of gain appeared so small and to-
mature as to Mike questionable their ability to perform as 
sires end were thus not seleoted* In at least on® ease also* 
the Shorthorn bull with, the hl^ est rate of gain was used to 
head the performance selection line at I'ront ^ yal# Other 
than tto^ ese exceptions, the extreraes In rate of gain wore 
selected for progeny testing. As will be seen in the forth-
©oMlng section on "Results", rather wide selection differen­
tials were possible except for th® first year < 19l|.7*l|.8) when 
only eight bulls were fed on performance test. Four bulls 
were selected from aaong these «l^ t in 19i|.8| eight from 
among 2ii. in 19i}.9i 10 fr<m aaong 37 i» 19$0| and eight from 
SMong 20 in the selected bulls were aoved to the 




fbe toulls s®I®©t®d for rapid and slow r&t»s of gains 
during tke ©omparittlT® feeding test were paired toy breed and 
appro3cl«ate for tiae progeny teat. Om fast gaining bull 
and one elow gaining bull ©onstltuted a pair. Where there 
mm two or more pairs of bulls of the amo breed and 
approximate age the pairing was arbitrary. 
fhe mm and heifers available for the progeny test 
were usually in sets of four half sisters of the same age. 
In taie first three years of ®i® exp®ri»nt (19i|.0# 19l<.9i and 
19^ 0 breeding seasons) the oows and heifers were arranged in 
groups of four half sisters of the same age so far as 
possible and assigned to tifo pair# of bulls. One cow from 
eaoh of the half-sib sets was assigned at randoa to eaeh of 
the four bulls. If there »r® fewer thm four oows in a 
half-sib set at least one was assigned to a fast gaining bull 
and at least on® to a slow gaining bull, fhe older ®nd 
larger ooww were arbitrarily assigned to the larger bulls and 
the younger heifers (yearlings and two year olds) were 
assigaed to the smaller bulls for reasons of physical eom-
patibility. Otherwise th® aisigisront of half-sib sets of 
©ows to the various pairs of bulls was rando®. 
In 1951> six bulls were used in the progeny test, fhe 
Qom and hslfers were mostly nature ©ows by this time ao they 
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ymm arrmg&d in s®ts of six Imlf-slbs of similar tout i^ ts 
noeoss&rily th@ sam® age^  so far m possible. Assigment of 
th® oows to the bulls wm randow l^ om within th® sets of six 
half •libs. 
Matings wore made at two looations in 19$2. Six bulls 
were used at Blaoksburg and two were used in matings at the 
Beef Gattle Research Station at .Jfeont Royal. ®s© oows at 
Blaoksburg were regrouped in sets of six half sisters of 
similar age and assi^ ed at random to the six bulls from 
within the sets. • fhe •:feont:-Royal group eonslsted of i}.0 
iMiifers of the 1950 oalf erop* the progeny of seven sires, 
these heifers were assigaed afe raiiAisa from within sire 
progenies to the two bulls, fh© oalves from these matings 
were brouf^ t to the main station at Blaoksburg for th® 
feeding test. 
Mmmmmnt of the herd 
fhe cows were pasture bred each year exoept the first 
(191^ 8). the bulls were tamed in a^ ut May 1, except in 
19I49 idien four groups were not mated until June 1. ©3ie bulls 
were left with the ©ows for a three-Bionth breeding season. 
After the bulls were r®BiOTed from th® breeding lota, the oows 
were placed in larger groups for oonvenienoe. An effort was 
made to keep pasture oonditlons about equal a»ng the groiaps. 
The e©%ra were wintered largely on rou^age, oonsisting of 
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grass or mlxei hajt oorn silag® md a traall amount q£ protein 
sttppleaasnt. After eal^ing some additional grain was fed. 
Most of the sows were called in the open with only such 
natural shelter as draws or saall timbered areas. Birth 
weights were taken the day of birth and each calf Identified 
by ear taga. fhe eal^es were dehorned and hull ©alves cas­
trated within the first few weeks of life and usually before 
pasture season began, fhe ealTes were not oreep fed. 
fhe calves were weaned about the Middle of Oetober each 
year, laeh ©alf was graded as a feeder ealf Juat prior to 
wewaiii® by a eora»ittee fr» the Division of Markets of the 
Virginia •Department of Agriculture and th® Animal Husbandry 
Department of th® Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station as 
described above, ttie average of the grades of the coaaiittee 
was taken as the official grade of the calf. 
B. Feeding and Management of the Steer frogeny 
fhe steer progeny or a sample of the steer progeny of 
each bull was started on feed for the record of perfoCTiance 
test iffljiediately after weaning. The weaning weight of the 
oalf was taken as the initial weight for th® feeding test. 
Th© number of steers fed per sire progeny varied* depending 
upon the nmber of animals and th® feeding facilities 
available. Usually four steers per sire progeii^ were fed 
out if this many were available. If aor® than four were 
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avallabl® per sir®, a s«pl® ©f f©ur was selected at random 
for the feeding test. In 1952 five steers per progeny were 
placed on feed for eaeh sire group having that many steers. 
In 1953 all the steers in eaeh progeny were fed out. 
The steers were fed in individual stalls so that 
individual feed oonsumption reeerd® could be kept. All the 
stews were fed individually daring the first four years, 
19J49"1952. Suffioient individual stalls were not available 
for all oalves in 1953# #© only three steers per aire progeny 
were fed individually that yeaup| th© remainder were fed in 
groups, fh© calves were turned ©ut of their stalls into 
sraall lots near the bam for water ®»d exeroiae for one or 
two hours twiee daily* 
The ration fed varied soMewhat from year to year but 
was the sane for all animals within a year and consisted of 
basioally of ground ear o©rn» eottonseed meal and mixed hay 
of fair quality. During th© first two years hay and grain 
were fed separately free ohoioe. The sarae variability in 
proportion of hay to ^ ain eaten by different individuals 
was observed with th© steers as among the bulls previously 
described. In th© third and subsequent years a mixture of 
ground hay and grain was self fed. Th© mixture oonsisted of 
60 per cent grain and 1^ 0 per cent hay for th© first 60 days 
and 75 per cent grain and 25 P^ i* cent hay for th© reraaiMer 
of the feeding period, fh© length of th® feeding period 
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varied In feh® dlff®r«nt years fro® 190 to 215 days. This 
covered th® ©ntir® period from th® date of weaning to th® 
date of slaughter. 
Sear the end of th® f«®ding period, th® steers w®r® 
graded as slaughter steers by a ©oMiittee froa the Division 
of Markets and the Animal Husbandry Department of the 
Virginia Agrioultural Experiment Station as previously 
described, ©lis coramitte® was usually composed of the sam® 
persons as th® o<»Kiitt«®s tlmt graded th® cattl® as f®®d®rs. 
The average of the grades was taken as th© offloial slaughter 
grad® of each steer. 
fhe steers were usually siaughterod at the plant of 
Valloydal® Factors at B&lmn, Virginiai, about 30 miles from 
Blacksburg. In two cas®s samples of th® ste«*s w®re killed 
also at Shenvalley Meat Pa©k®rs» a oooperativ® packing plant 
at Timbervill®, about 120 miles from Blacksburg. A member of 
the staff of th® Animal Hasbandry Department was always 
present when the steers were killed to insur® carcass 
identification and to observe sumything umisual about the vis­
cera of th® aninals. lot carcass weights were obtained im-* 
m®diately after slaui^ tering. fh® steers were hold 2k. hours 
in tai® cooler and then graded by th® official C. S* D» A. 
raeat grader regularly employed in each of th® plants m®a-
tion®d. Th© grad®r was requested to grad® th® stsers in th® 
saaa® raaimor as the r®@alar run of th® carcasses of the plant 
Ml. 
M®r® ®pad®d, although h« was awar@ that th® oattl® earn® from 
th© eaperlmaiit station# Later he was requested t© g© back 
over the oareaises and indicate if they were in the upper, 
middle or lower thirds of the p*ad®» 
C» J^ eding wad lianagement of the Heifer Irogeny 
The heifer ealves were graded as feeder calves and 
weaned at the si»e time as the steer calves, usually about 
October 10, each year. After weaning they were grazed ©n 
pasture or aftermath and fed two pounds of grain per head 
daily with a littl® additional roughage when needed until the 
beginning of the winter feeding period, usually about 
December firit. 
The heifer calves were msed as part of an experiment to 
test various wintering rations or idlnter feeding levels of 
cattle to be grazed on pasture their yearling summer. In the 
first two years of the present experiment (19li.9-5'0 and 1950-
51) ttiey were fed at two different energy levels, one designed 
as a maintenance level, th© other t® provide for gains of 
one half to three fowths of a pound per day. Both groups 
received roughage, hay and corn silage, plus protein supple-
sient f&r approximately malntenanc© requirementsf the higher 
energy group received in addition a few pounds of corn and 
cob laeal. The calves were paired by approxiraate weight 
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wltliiB sir© progenies and on© of each pair assigned at random 
to each ration. Tim winter gains for low or maintenane® 
level groups were 3i|. and -11 lbs. respectively for the two 
years, and 113 aii<4 80 lbs. respeotivelj for the higher level, 
a difference of 79 and 91 Ihs. 
fhe wintering rations fed to the progeny test heifers 
for the last tiiree years of the ex-perlwent the winter of 1951-
$2t 1952-53 1953-5i|.* differed mainly in souroes of pro­
tein. All grompa received the same amomnt and kind of 
roiighages and were fed at the saae energy and protein levels. 
Assigmsent of ealves to the various rations was random from 
within sire progenies. Differences in winter gains among the 
various rations were small ®ttd not signifleant. 
Th® winter feeding period was teiwinated and the heifers 
turned onto pasture the latter part of April (about April 20) 
eaeh year. They were used as test animals for a pasture 
fertiliaation experiment during the first three years, the 
suKHiers of 1950, 1951 and 1952. Four fertilizer treatments 
were used with eaeh treatment replleated one time making a 
total of eight lots. Usually an entire sire progeny would 
be assigned to on® replitate and the progenies of the paired 
high and low gaining sires wore always kept togehter on the 
saiae replieate. fhe calves were assigned to random to the 
treatm^ ts within a replicate from within sire progenies with 
the restriction that approximately ecpal numbers of animals 
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on tb® and tto» low winter feodlng lovols l>® assigned to 
®aoh troatmont lot. It is th® opinion of th® amttoior that 
this assigraraont avoldod oonfoundli^ wintering foeding lovols 
and suiOTor pasture treatnonta with difforanoes among sir© 
proganlos. 
fh«»« pastures were eonslderod below average in quality 
for this particular area. It la doubted that the herbage was 
of suffioient quality or quantity to Insure maxiatiia or opti-
jrauiH growth of the animals, fher® was oonsiderable differenoe 
in carrying ©apaelty of the lot® among the various fertilizer 
treataents. An attempt was mad® to stoek the lots aooordlng 
to their carrying ©apaolty. Cifferenoes laong the various 
treatments in rats of gain per animal were small however and 
non-slgnif loazxt • 
The heifers of the last two calf orops were graaed their 
yearling suraner at the Southwest Station at Slade ^rlng, one 
hundred alles west of Blaoksburg. Th& heifers were truoked 
to Glad© Spring from Blaoksburg at the end of the winter 
feeding period# and were grassed as one group, each of the 
years, 1953 195i|-« total nmber of heifers available 
in 195M- exoeeded the estimated oarrylng oapaelty of the pas-
feire, therefore, five or sIje per sire progeny were selected 
at random fro® those progenies totaling more than this number. 
The smallest number available per sire progeny was fow head, 
!0be pasture at the Slade Spring Station was excellent in 
quality and adequate to liberal in quantity. It is believed 
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that the pastor® m$ siifflei®nt to insur® mm? opttmm growth 
rates and maxisiiaa expression of the oalves* genetio potential. 
At th® end of the suiraer grazing season^ , Sept. 25 to 
Oct. 10, the heifers were graded a® jearllng feeder heifers# 
by a ©oamlttee, usually of fire* from the Division of Markets 
and the Animal Husbioadrf Dapartment as desoribed above for 
other grading. The average of the ©oeroiittee's grades was 
taken as the offlelal grade of th® heifer, fhls constituted 
the laid of the test period for l^ e l»lf®rs. At this time 
they were assigned to other projeots or slau^ tered or sold. 
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11, AmmSXB Of fHl DATA 
for th® steers the eharacters studied mr&t adjusted 
182 day weight} feeder grade at weaning; average daily gain 
in feedlots f. D, I. requiriraients per ewt, of gainj slaughter 
grade tnd oareass grade. For the heifers the characters 
were! adjusted weight at 182 dayai feeder grade at weaningj 
yearling gain on pasture and yearling feeder grade. The data 
were adjusted and eoded as described below and were punohed 
in standard IBM cards* Most of l^ e statistieal analysis, 
including varianoes of eaoh trait and ©ovarianees among the 
traits, were calculated using IBM machines. 
A. Adjustment of the Data 
Adjusted 182 da^ . weifet 
Each calf was weighed at li}. day intervals. Adjustment 
of weights to 182 days of age was easily accomplished by 
linear interpolation between the weights taken Just before 
and Just after the 182nd day of age of the calf. 
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2. Adjusted enj 
The end weights for eaeh maj©!' feeding or management 
period suoh as weaning weights, final feedlot weights or fall 
yearling wei^ ts were ©alomlated hy linear regression by th® 
Method described by linoald (1953)* Three weights at seven 
day intervals were obtained for eaoh animal iamediately pre­
ceding a major change in management such as turning on pas­
ture# weaning, ete. Tim forwila la 
w . MQ • "7 *  ^ 7(Wiit - WQ) 
• 3 14 
i^ ere is the estimated weight and and are the 
wei^ its at three suooeasiv® seven day intervals. 
3. Adjustment o£ p^ st^ r^  gatoa, 
Most of the dams and all of the heifers of the first 
three calf crops were fed at two different energy levels and 
for different rates of gain during the winter feeding period 
between waning and the yearling suwser graining period* A 
negative relationship between winter gains and suraier gains 
on pasture Is well known, md has been reported by praotloally 
every investigator ish© has looteed Into the problem. Suoh a 
negative relation existed in these data, fhe stiraraer pasture 
gains were accordingly adjusted by linear regression of 
suroer gain on winter gain within year before they wore 
analyzed* 
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Th© data wer® coded raoaorleallj for bp®«di aox# grade, 
station a»d slrei hefor© pmohing the IBM cards. Feeder# 
slaui^ ter led oaroasa grades for raost of th© data were re­
corded by thirds of standard grades# e.g., Good pliis, Ghoice 
ittintis, etc. A total of five ^ ade® each divided into upper, 
middle and lower thirds were used, making 15 classifications 
in all. These were coded by assigning the value of 10 to 
middle Good and adding or subtraotlng one for each third of 
a grade above or below this grade, thus Qood plus would have 
a value of 11, Ghoice »ln«ii 12* aood minus 9# etc. This is 
the system adopted by the cooperating stations of the 
Southern Regional Beef Cattle Breeding project, S-10. 
B. Estimates of the Phenotyplc Parmeters 
Tb® phenotyplc means and variances were calculated ao* 
cording to standard methods, fhe vsriaaaces were obtained by 
pooling sums of squares and degrees of freedcw from separate 
group analysis within station# year, breed of sire and ago 
of dSBM groups, fhenotypic correlations among the various 
traits In the same individual were calculated by th© product 
Moraent correlation by pooling the intrayear and station co-
variances md variances. Thm variance for f. D. H. require­
ments per hundredwleght gain was obtained from covariance 
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analysis In i^ deh, diff0r©n©es iii %h® av©rag® weight of th.® 
st®®j?s during th® feeding period were removed. 
C. Estiaates of th® Ctenetie Parameters 
!• Estimates of heritability 
Herltability may bo defined in general terms as the 
fraction of the phenotypic Tariano© in a trait that is due to 
differences among the genotypes of the different animals in a 
popmlation. It oan be expressed as followss 
« Cf^ U/(y^ p 
where is the estl«.te of herltability 
(5"^  is th® total phenotyple variance in a particular 
trait 
la the total variane® du® to differenees a»ng the 
genotypes. 
fh® total hereditary varlanoe C <5"%) may be further sub­
divided into a portion due to the average or additive (linear) 
? 
effect of the genes (cf 0}| a portion due to nonadditive (or 
non-linear) interactions of allelic genes known as doainanee 
( and a portion knowi as epistasls li^ lch includes all 
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fh0 portion of th# ph®notypi© variane® dti® to difforenoes 
of ©wrironrontal origin is <l«aignat«d as and that du® to 
th® joint ®ff#ots of h©r«dity and ®nirlroisB®nt ia designated 
aa Thus the total phenotjpie varianc® may b® sub­
divided as followss 
p 2 2 2 2 2 
cr t + <5*^ 0 • cr 1 •cj' E + (f m 
iMsh (19l}.8» 19li.9) has distin^ished between heritability 
in the broad sense and in the narrow sense. In the broad 
sens® herit ability is defined as the fraotlon of the 
observed phenotypie variance dtae to the su® total of the 
differences among the genotypes (cr%) of the individuals of 
the popmlatlon as was done her® in the first sentence under 
C, 1. Thus herltability in th© broad sens® *y be defined 
as s 
v2 . „ <r% « 
6" ? -f" 
The variance due to the Interaetion of heredity and environ­
ment ((f^WL) may be included in the nuaierator of the above 
expression either wholly or in part or not at all depending 
on the laethod of estination used. 
The genotype as a isAiole is not inherited however. The 
offspring reoelves only a sample one half of eaeh parent's 
genes. Coafljinations of genes whioh have a non-linear effect 
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may ©r may m% b® passed ©n from parent %© offspring. 
Dcmimnce deviations are not transmitted from parent to off­
spring, ainee the tw alleli© gene® will not get in tlae 
gamete# a^e of the eplstasis however may be passed on to 
the next generation# the amoimt depending ©n the nurfaer of 
genes involved in the particular epifltatle eoabinations. For 
eplstasis in ^ i©h only two genes are involved, the expeeta* 
tion is that a partiemlitr epiatatle gene ©©mbination in a 
parent will be passed on t© about I/I4. of the ©ffspringj i.e., 
will be in about l/k ©f the gametes. For eomblnations of 
three non-allell© genes, about 1/8 of the offspring would be 
expeoted to reoelve the e©«binati©n| qi» sixteenth for four 
gene eoabinatlons, ete. It Is easily seen that if the nuaber 
of gei^ s required for an eplstatio eomblnation is very 
large, a negligible portion of the offspring would be ex­
peoted to receive the eaitoination froa their parents. 
ISpistatle effeets involving two alleles along with other 
genes which are not alleles, i.e., also including a dominanee 
effeot, would not be trsasaltted from a parent to Its off­
spring at all, since sueh a coi^ lnation oould not get Into 
iSie garoete which that parent trans«its. 
Heritablllty in the narrow smse it defined by toish 
(19ii.8) as that portion of the observed vari«aioe which can be 
attributed to the average effects of the genes. I.e., the 
additive or the genie variance ((5*^ ®) • It la the portion of 
$k 
Iti© dlffer«ns«i b©tw»«ii parents that ean b® expected to b® 
pmorered in th® offspring# It Is th® fraotlon of th® 
pheaotyplo virianc® l^il^ h aay b® deseribed aa 
» « '"g"""" i i i v . g , • „  
 ^<r » + 6' I * C3- 1 * (f m 
Th® two definitions @f heritabilitj, i.e*# in the broad 
and in the narrow sense are the same only if there is no 
dominanee or epist&ais* Aotmally estiaates of heritability 
as usRially derived fall between the broad and narrow defini­
tions. fhey are generally presumed to oontain all the addi­
tive genetio variMioe and a small anomnt jof eplstatie. fhey 
may or may not contain any ©f the varianee due to dominanee 
depending on the nature of th® relatioii^ hip of the relatives 
fro® i^ oh the estimate is obtained. 
411 methods of estimating heritability are based on re-
semblanees aaong relatives of known genetie relationship as 
eompared to tlM* reserfalautioe among nonrelatives. It is an ex­
pression of how olosely the phenotypi© resertilanoes equal the 
known genetie relationship of the relatives. SOTO® of the 
wethoda by which ©atimates of heritability may be obtained 
include eoaparison of parent and offspring} eorrelations 
aaong full sibs ©r half-sibs and seleation experiments. Data 
from the present experiment pemit using half-sib resemblances 
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to ostiaato k®3?itabillti®s of all th® traits, Heritability 
of oortaln traits was als© estiaiatod from rosomblamos b®-
twoon parent and offspring# H®r it ability of poitwoaning rate 
of gain was estimated from tbo effeotiTonesa of soloetion 
praetiood among th® alr®s« ftotos# Methods are disoussed 
below. 
®' Sstiaation of heritabilitir from resmlta from aire 
aeleotiona» The method briefly is to aeasmre the «Mo«nt of 
change obtained in the offspring as a fraction of the selec­
tion differential praetieed in the parental generations. 
IFstially high and low perforalng line® are developed by selec­
ting both for and against the partiswlar' trait in each 
generation. Saoh experiaents usually extend over several or 
many generations. Sow olassio exa»^lea are the Illinois 
experlfflsnt in seleetion for high and low oil and protein 
contwt of the corn grain reported by Winter and associates 
(1929) and disemssed by Student (193i^) i3t» detail for the 
genetic principles iiwolved? selection for and against the 
hooded pattern in rate by Castle (192i|.), and selection for 
large and Miall body size in rale® by Maclrthiar (19i|.9) and by 
&oodale (1938). Few such seleetion experiments have been re« 
pwted in large animals. I&ose of &ider et al> (19ii6) laid 
Graig »t j3.*(1956) in seleetion for rapid and slow rates of 
growth in swine and the Alabraa experiment In selection for 
hi^ and low feed efficieney In swine (Dickerson and Grimes, 
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19k7) Imv® b®en Ho similar ea^erimenfes Imv® been 
reported for cattle. 
In tke present ®;Eperlment aires were selected each year 
for rapid and slow rates of gain from among a raior® or leas 
random group of potential sires wMeh were on performanoe 
feeding tests. Ho attempt was made to develop hi^ and low 
lines m was don® in tbe olassio selection experiments re­
ferred to above. 411 tbe resulting offspring were discarded 
after testing and a new group of sires were selected each 
year. Consequently tbe Mithods used to obtain estimates of 
heritability In the classic selection experlaents refeired to 
above are not applicable to the present experiment. Heri­
tability was estimated in th# present stedy by the widely 
used method of dividing the differences between the offspring 
of the tm kinds of sires by th.@ differences between the 
parents and doubling the resulting regression. This method 
had previously been used in obtaining estimates of heritability 
of milk and butterfat production from similar data by Lush 
(19ii.O) and laish, Norton and Arnold {1914.1). 4 method of 
estteating the reliability of th® estimate as well as proper 
we luting for varying ni3i8te®rs of progeny from the individual 
sires was worked out by Gomstock {1951|.) and suggested to the 
author. That using his notation is as follows. 
®ie problem is clearly one of regression, i.e., of the 
perfoaraiance of the progeny of selected sires on the sires' 
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perforraaaa®. 
Ii»t s p©rf©i«aiio« of fe® higla gaining sir® 
2^ « perfowane® of the low gaining sir« 
0 « - Sg 
f|_ « mean perfemano® of progeny of gaining 
sir© 
« a® an performaiKs® of progeny of th® low gaining 
air® 
ftm iBiOd®! is that of linear r©gr@ssi©n Mid is special in 
that th® ©rigin is known to h® zero Ci«e.f th® ®2i»®ct9d Talu® 
of f i^ ®n S « 0). Symbolically, 
E tP) p or t m/9-B * X 
wh®r® B (P) ia th® ©xpeetation of P, ^  ia th® ®o©ffioi®nt 
of repression whioh is ®qmt®d# ©n the basis of g@n®ti© argu­
ment, to ©n©-half of heritability, !*©«, to and x ia a 
d®"fiation of P from its ®a^ p@ot®d ^ alu®, i,®,, from linear 
r«gr®8aion on D. 
fh® problem is to e«ibin# th® r«smlts from aeveral 
pairs of sir®8 and their progenies into a singl® ©stimate of 
/5^ so that th© ©stimat® is unbiased and so that an ©stimat® 
of tha variance of the ©atiraat® can be obtained. Tkm problem 
is complieated by nnecpal miaabers of progeny so that aoin® 
weighting soh«m® is needot in oonbining th® estimates from 
th® different progenies• 
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A ©oi^ o^sit® ©st,liftat® of^  maj be obtain®<1 by dividing a 
w©i^ t«d su» ©f the fi by a %r®igb.t®d swm of th® 
Syaflsolieally  ^
b •  ^ (l) 
Vi 
wb0r® ia th® wtight for th® ith. lire pair# Sine® 1(P) * 
B 
So tliat 
-1 . 2 WiyJDi . /S W^ Di 
1 (b) ^  
-1 %»! 
Thus b is unbiased^  its aapeeted. valu® is /2 » How oonsidei* 
th© variMio® of th® ®sti«at«. L@t cr% equal tto.® variano® of 
b. fhis oan b® witt^ i 
<3-^  - , (a) 
wh®r® is the vorlano® ©f !•©•, th® variane® of x which 
is th© deviation ©f F|^  frcw® regression on D. Her® as ©Ise-
lAiere th® % ar® considered as a series of constants. It ia 
standard practice in linear regression problems to consider 
th© individual valu®s of the independent variable as constants, 
Tto® prediction of the dependent variable is based on given 
values of the independent variable which, for prediction 
purposes* must be accepted. If the independent variable is 
inaccurately measured the associated error in prediction is 
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treatisd as part ©f the random variation of th® dependent 
fariatol# around its predietod falu®# 
Tb® values of M| tkiat ar® ©ptlmra ar® tbos® that Mill 
miniaiz© It cm hm shown (Goistoek 19$k - a®® AppeiKiix 
A) that th® variane® of to i» aiiniiaiaod if woig^ tlng is pro­
portional to %/%• ®h#n th® ©pti«m wolghts aro » %/^ i* 













 ^ X D,2 
1 
(3) 
as th© variano® of b if optimum weights are used. 
fh® ar® teom but th® ar® ®stiBiat®d—not known 
exaotly# Ii®t ©itimt® of Then from (2) sub­
stituting = B^ /V^  
2 21 / 2 




I* Arbitrary weighting aohetnes* Any system of 
arbitrary wei^ ts may b® used and by substituting in (2) an 
©agression for th© fariano® of th® ©stiraat® obtained. Con­
sider a commnly used syst@« of weights the inverse of the 
variane#^  l.e*, Substituting in (2) 
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It oan b® sbown Is©® Goastook 19Sk Appendix A) that 
vari^ o® #i®n * %/%• ©ther arbitrary weigjit may b® 
•used and the Tarlane© @f th® ®st.Sjaat© t«st®d similarly# 
obtain vain®# ©Jt in order to ©stiaat® th® variano® of th® 
«stimat®* 
Consider again the model f » /5 0 + x. fhis eomld b® 
written as f « 1/2 (g^  • 4- - »£• 
genetic breeding vain® of th® hi#i sir®, gg is the genetic 
br..dlng valua of the low air., \ la th. «an of random de-
viations for nji offspring of th® hiih sire» Ug is the mean of 
random deviations for offsprl^  of the low sir®. I^ om these 
two equations it ii seen that x# the rmdom element of th® 
first ©qnation for p, am b® ®3ipr@ss®d as th® sum of two 
Alements* 
1/2 («x *" ®2^  ® deviation of 1/2 (g^  - g2^  
linear regression on - mg) is th® difference in mean 
perforaanc® between the two progenies resulting from random 
intra-faiaily variation* Since th® individual values of 0 are 
properly treated as constants and ^  is a constant, th® 
variano® of any specific f is » cr^ . In turn cT^ x is the 
suia of th® variances of its two parts since % and 
this will always b® equal to or great«r than 
2# Ooaposltion of ?«• It is necessary to 
X « 1/2 igi * gg) -/5 © 4 
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asatirod I'aiidoa r^ latlT© t© gg ®ad D# Ij©t (T b# tb.® 
iiatra-fmily "rsuplaae® mong half sit>s» fh®n 
<J- 2 (S^  . Sg) cr 1 a." 2 « cr Sj. aa . 
. 2^ . 
How e©Mld®r tb® ®t1a®y fart of 
Si » m. 4- 4 ®, Si - -x 
 ^ 2^ « u 4 gg • 
iii®r« and »2 fiu*® deTlatiens from u * g I'ssultiiag from en-
viroufflintal and non-additiv® g«n®%l6 «ff®ets. Then 
D » gi - 82 • «! - "a-
fb® fo«p offsets Making mp D aay b« considered random with 
3?®sp®0t t© eaeh ©ttosr* fh@r®f©l?® 
(TB « 2 + 2(rf - 2(3-p 
whir® 0-^ g is additif® geneti© Parian©® and 
(j-^ ® is ©ther g®n@ti© Tarian©® plu® ®nvir©im©ntal 
varian©®. fhe -s'sriane® ©f 
1/2 • gg) 1» 2/k.i (J^ g cr^ s) « V2 C^ g* 
fb® ©©variano® b0tw«®n 0 and 1/2 ig^  ^- g2) is 1/2 cT^ g 1/2 
(j^ g « CT^ S* 3:t f©H©*fs (hy analogy with th® gemral linear 
regression ©as®) that vteians® in deviations ©f 1/2 (gj^  - gg) 
frcMi regression ©n 0, i.®,, the irarian©® of 1/2 • gg) " 
2 v2 2 
1/2 (J"^ g "  ^••^ n^rn.S 
2 cr F 2 




m <r\ a: .O (X ^  h2g2) 4 f 2^ 
2 
«ia2 
whioh ean b® witfeea 
*1 • cr^  + °i * "2 
2 cj"^  ®1®2 









• 2  
ik) 
Th®j?«for# 
2h^ g^  <l - hV) ^ HX "•• 1^ 2 
i|, - h^ g^ ' 
Sino® is conataat for all t&Iuqs of i it <io«s not aff®ot 
tl3® relative sizes of the and the s«e resmlta will be ob­
tained (both as to th® estimate b, itself and th® variance of 
«!. estlaat.) whether wight, are equal to op to 
Di The latter is more oorarenlent so m »t 
w* «  ^^  
% 
DlCJ^  
2h%2. ^x - h2g2) ^  nx Hg 
l|, •• h2g2 hxiig 
Reseatolanoe between parest and offspring> In esti­
mating heritability from parent-offspring resemblanoes the 
regression of the offspring on parent ia divided by the 
oorrelation between their genotypes, i*e., their genetie re­
lationship. In popmlationa mating at random this relation­
ship is one half. In this oase the heritability estimate is 
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obtained by siaply doubling the regreaaion# Under non-
random Mating systems the relatiomhip will not b© one half. 
Per eorus anguine ©us matings th® estimate is obtained by 
dividing th© r®.i3?ea8ion by the eoeffioient of relationship 
(Mright 1922) between th# parent and offspring. Under 
purely assortative mating aysteiis the regression is divided 
toy ^  instead of 1/2 %feere is the correlation be* 
tween the sire and dam of the offspring* Oorreetions for 
non-random mting syst®3is may be avoided however by calcu­
lating the regression of offspring on dm within sire (Iwsh, 
I9I4.O, 19146). 
Herltablllty estimates derived from parent offspring 
res«iblances are presuraed to eontaln all the additive genetic 
variance, none of the dmlnanoe, and a aaall laaioiint of the 
eplstatle variance. ®ils i»th©d usually excludes the effect 
of environment better than those based on full or half-alb 
res^ ffiiblanoes since parent and offspring are not conte:^ orary 
In time and thus are less likely to be subjected to the sanis 
envlroiment. 
The regression may be calculated using either parent. 
In large animal data th® dms far outnumber the sires. Sine® 
the accuracy of the estimate Is largely dependent on the num­
ber of parents^  rather than on the nuaber of offspring per 
parent, the calculation Is usually the regression of offspring 
on dam* 
In tbi« present studj observations were available on the 
4aH» only for feeder grade at weaning# yearling gain on paa-
tiire and yearling feeder grade. Batlmate® were ©aloulated by 
intraaire regression of offspring on da® for these traits. 
Observations were available for several traita in the sirea 
including initial grade (piypt)! gain on feeding testj f, B. 
1. reqmlrments per owt» gain and final grade* Eegressions 
of progeny average ©n aire were caletalated to obtain 
hiritability eatiiaates for ttiese traits. 
Beemblanee iwtongs half^ aibg. IstSiaates of herlta-
blllty from paternal halfwtlb data are obtained by dividing 
the Intraclass eorrelatlon among the half-slbs by the expeoted 
genetic relationship «»ng thea# fhis relationship under 
random mating is one fowth for offspring having one parent 
in o'oimon. If- departures friwi randMi mating have ooomrred 
some eorreotlon for the imtlng «y»te» will be necessary. The 
estlmte is obtained fr©« analysis of varianoe by esttoating 
tb» sire eoiiponent of varlanoe* fh® theoretieal relationship 
is shown by Fisher C191|.6) lui; 
fhe differenee between the two mean sqputares is te times 
ttoe sire eoi^ onent were k is the nwwber of offspring per aire 




k(M-l) (T^  
difference k(^ s 
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px»og®i^ . In nonortho^ nal data th© ealeulat®d value ©f Ic 
will be slightly different frea the average value# fh® ex­
pected value of the sire eoaponent is l/k. sine® 
li CT^ ) * O"^ ® + 3/k heritability estia&t® is 
obtained as t 
0"^  + <r^ » 
fhe aemraey ©f the heritability estimate from half-sib 
data 'depeMs ©n the niaEber ©f degrees of freedom for sires 
(and to a lesser degree ©la the ia»toer of offspring per sire)* 
on the absence ©f environiBiental correlations among the half-
sibs as ooapared with non-sibs and on the absence ©f selec­
tion aiKjng the sires# fhe Method is valid only if the sires 
CMi be assunted to be a random sickle from some unselected 
population. Selection of the sires# if effectivet would 
bias the estimate by causing the means of the different sir® 
progenies to be more alike or f arther apart than they wouM 
otherwise be depending on the direction of the selection. In 
the present experimentf since the sires were selected for 
both extremes in daily gain* the estiiaates would b® bias®d 
upward in s® far as the selection was effective in separating 
the progeny ii®ans» 
®a® principal limitation of the half-sib method is that 
the covariance between haJJ'-sibs is multiplied by fow 
(divided by V^ ) since the correlation between their genie 
values is one-fourth Cinder randiM mating), fhis greatly 
Inflates ©rroys dii® t© asHpling, to ©nTiroHiatiital oowola-
ttons or to solootiom. 
Estiiiat®® of heritatoilltf for all traits stmdlod w«r® 
obtain®<l by th® paternal half-sib eorrelatlon metlaod ®v®a 
tbougb it was realised that the ®®tiaat®s for tb® traits 
aff®et®d by th® sir® seleotioa would probably b® biased 
upward. 
Eetimates of gei^ tio eogr®latioa.a 
deneti® eorrelatioua as used h®r® measwr® th® tendeney 
of two traits to vary together in the same or opposit® direo-
tions due to th® ®ffeets of the aame genes or gen® eombina-
tions. k giaaetie oorrelation is a measure of the extent to 
whieh the additive geneti© effeots of the two eharaoters vary 
together. It is deflmd the ratio of the genie oovariano® 
to the prodt^ t of their genio standard deviations. 
Gov §4§« 
r« M ^ -I « ' vn,,. 
cr<h. a-^ } 
where % and Sj are th® genie values for th® traits i and j. 
It was pointed out by laael <19113) "^ hat an esttoate of 
genetie oorrelation oould be obtained frsm Mlf-sib data auoh 
as ar® available in the present study, by using th® sire eoffi* 
ponents of ©ovspplanoe and varlanees as estimates of geni© 
oovarianee and vicrianoes. 
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Ecs^ sj) » lA (5^ 4 
B( . V4 cs\ 
E( « l/l^  
1 
Got Sj^ S^  
(r®i <s-®3 
3/I4. COT 
Vl^  Oi Oj 
Gov 
a 5 
wher. o-2Si «>d th. .Ire oo,^ on.r.ta of v^ lano. a»l 
Got S|^  Sj is th® ail*® ©®ttpoii®Jit of ©oTariane® of traits i and 
J. &0n®ti© oorr@la.tieas for all traits studied in ®aoh s®x 
•w®r« «sti»iat«d bj this method# 
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V. FIIAMTS AID BISGUSSIOL 
A* fb»no%jplQ Performans® 
o£ bulla on pepforaano® 
tm^Xm tmts 
Sabl® 1 allows the aTerages and stundard deviations of 
all traits meaiured in the tells on ptrformanoe feeding tests 
by year,^  breed and age grompi» Farta or all of the informa­
tion on ©ertain traits were missing in some of the years. .In 
19ii.9-$G perforaanee information was available on only the 
two Shorthorn bulls selected for the progeny test. Initial 
type aoores were not reoorded on th© bulls fed in 19i|.7-i4.8, 
and in 19^ 1-52 only on ti>©se bulls raised at the Front Boyal 
station. 
fhe bulls were aeleotod for th© progeny test solely on 
tbeir rate of gain in the feedlot perfonaanee test, an equal 
nuo^ er with high m& low rates of gains being selected each 
year, fable 2 shows the averages of the hi^  and low gaining 
groups of Imlls selected for pro^ ny testing, together with 
th© average differenoe beti^ en groups, fhis difference is 
the seleetion differential, fhe selection differential for 
daily gain on feeding test was .$6 lbs. per day or alasost 
TiM« !• mmaa and standard detdatifflss tolls on fesdlj^  tests l^ ?-4@ to 
ir«Bd ' " 'Ss« 
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Table 2. Average perfomame of th® bulls s®l@et©d for 








liiiii minus low 




Initial weight $72 582 —IG — .1 
Dally gains 2.22 1.66 .56 2.0 
TBH/Gwt gain $$& 682 12% 1.5 
Initial type 
score 11.6 11.2 .3 
Final type score 11.8 10.8 1.0 .6 
exactly twice tlx© standard deviation of gains within y«ar, 
breed and age groups, the high gaining group had greater 
gross feed efficiency, using on the average 12% lbs. lass of 
fDH per hundredweight ©f gain# fhis is in accord with obser­
vations made by Knapp C 19Wj.) and numerous other in­
vestigators that the rapid gaining miraals are more efficient 
in gross feed efficiency. two groups differed little In 
average initial wei^ t or initial type score. Tkm higher 
gaining group had s<wi©iAiat higher final type scores. Bils 
%fas likely an expression of this group helng f atter on aooount 
of their faster gains. 
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2* Fhenotypio pea:»foi»wanoe of the r>Tomnw of the selected, 
aires 
The average perfomanoe of the progeaay of each sire toj 
sire pairs, together with the dlfferenoe between the averages 
of the progenies of the hi^  and low tomlls of eaeh pair for 
eaoh trait observed. Is shown la fables 3 to 7» 
The experiment was designed primarily to measure the 
differences to postweanlng daily gain between the progenies 
of bulls i^ ioh were theiiselvea high and low gaining, fb® 
average difference between th® 18 pairs of progenies amounted 
to .087 pounds per day for feedlot gaiii® in the steers (Table 
3). In three of the sire pairs the steer progeny of the low 
gaining bull had hi^ er feedlot gains than did the corres­
ponding progeny of the low gaining bulls. All of these were 
in the 1951 oalf orop. In four other sire pairs the differ-
«noes between the averages of the steer progenies was zero or 
near zero (.03 lbs/day), fw© of these were in 1951. 
It is possible that the reversal in the expeeted perfor­
mance of th© 1951 progeny groups# both steer and heifer, may 
have been due to ©hanoe alone. Two changes In prooedure 
oomirred with this group of sires and progei^ es. Part of the 
bulls sireing these progenies were fall ealves obtained in 
the spring and fed grain on pasture for »ost of the sumer, 
after ^ i^ch they were put ©n full feed for 112 days. The 
others however (fow bulls-t» sire pairs) were from groups 
12 
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of spring ©alir®s put ®n tmd In October after weaning, fhis 
was als© tbe year that the system ^ f feeding the steer 
progenies was ©hanged frcwi feeding hay and grain separately 
free ©hoiee t© feeding a ground hay-grain mixture* leither 
of these seems a satisfactory ejqplanation, however, nor is 
any one other than ohanoe apparent# 
The heifer progenies of th® seleoted bulls were oom-
pared on the basis of gains made on pasture during their 
yearling sumsr. fhe avera^  differene® between the 
progenies of th® high and lew gaining sir®s was .GSS pounds 
per day. (fable 3) fhe differenoes, espeeially during the 
first three years, were sfflallor than for the steers that were 
J^ ll fed in dry lot. te-ing e^ first two years (1.914.9 and 195© 
oalf erops) the heifer progenios of the low gaining bull of 
two of the six pairs had hig^ i w gains than did those of the 
hi#x sire, fhe performanoe of the 1951 heifer progenies 
(grazed in the suraier of 1952) was si»ilar to that of the 
steer progenies, four of th® five progenies of the low 
gaining sires had hi^ er gains than did those of the respee-
tive hi^  gaining bulls, althou^  the differenees in two of 
them were quite saall (-.02 and lbs./day). 
It will be remefflbered that the heifers of the first 
three oalf erops (19^ -9, 50 51) were grazed on pasture 
below average in quality. It seeras likely that the somewhat 
indifferent perfomanoe of the heifers during these years may 
7i+ 
b# attributed to the quality of these pastures. This does 
not ejtplain the reversal of perfornanoe of the 1951 heifer 
progenies which behaved quite similarly to the steers of the 
same progenies. 
The heifers of the 1952 and 1953 oalf o^ pop were grazed 
during their yearling suaaiar on pasture excellent In quality 
at the Southwest branch station at Olade Sprln®. fhe per­
formance of thesa heifers on pasturs was very good. In fact 
tl^  average difference between the progenies of the high and 
low sires was hli^ er for heifers than for th® steers on full 
feed during these yeiups. fhls suggests that if pasture is 
exe«ll«nt> comparisons ffom gazing tests *ay be as satisfac­
tory for sir# evaluation as those fi?Qm fe#dlot tests, fhis 
would be of considei»abl® advantage in areas where grain is 
scarce and e;spensive* 
Weaning weight, ^ i^eh was expressed in this staidy as 
weight adjusted to 182 days of age* is a measure of preweaning 
growth rate, drowth fr^  birth to weaning nay be considered 
a separate trait fro» postweaning growth or both may be con­
sidered as separate phases of the ss®e trait. Gomparisons on 
the basis of weaning wei^ t among the progenies of the sires 
selected for hi^  and low postweoaing gains would measure 
genetic correlation among the two traits or herltability of 
%h.(& single trait depending on the point of view. Both the 
steers and the heifer progenies of the high gaining bulla 
averaged heavier at 182 days than these of the low gaining 
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btHls, The tjiiw®lght®d averag® <llff®r©iie®s w®r® and 
19.7 poTond® r««p®etiv«ly f©r feh® st®©rs and heifers (Tabl® 
Ij.)* In s0v©ral ©as©® imwrnver th» progenies of th® low 
gaining sire w®r« th® beafler# In s®-r®n of th® 18 pairs of 
sir® progenies, the steers bj the low gaining sir® w®r® th® 
heavier# fh® differences between tm of th® pairs of sire 
prog®ni®s were small and essentially «®ro C-2 lbs*). In two 
other pairs th® iHaatoers ia on® of th® progenies was so small 
(1 or 2) that ehanc® variation was a Major possibility* Two 
of th® other progeny pairs were in th® 1951 ealf orop in 
nhioh s9V®ral sir® progenies gave negative results in th® 
f®®ding and grasing tests. 
Th® av®rag® differenoe in weight at 182 days between the 
hl^  and low sire pairs was larger aaong the h®if®r pr©g«ni®s. 
Only thr®® progeny pairs gave negative differ«no®s. Two of 
th®s® wer® in th® 1951 group and were th® same sir® pairs 
that gav® n®gativ0 dlfferenees between the steer progenies. 
Th® other diff®rene® was very s»all Cli. lbs.) and was based on 
on® progeny with only one Individual* 
These results suggest that a fairly hl#i genetic rela­
tionship ®jcist8 between weaning weight and postiwianing gains. 
Weaning w®l^ ts should b® of eonsiderable value in sire proganny 
eoB^ arisons provided the dams ar® assigjBod to the sires at 
random snd environmental variations are random among the 
progenies. Suoh information should be valuable in progeny 
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perfoiffiiane® oofflp&risons posi;w«aiilng growth rates from 
feeding or grazing tests oannot be obtained. 
Average feeder grades at weaning for both steer and 
heifer progenies of each of the sires are shown in Table 5» 
The average difference between the paired steer progenies wa® 
very araall (.12 whioh is abomt ij. per eent of a standard 
grade) and apparently random so far aa the hi^  or low 
gaining sires were ooneerned. !&® average differenoe between 
the paired heifer progenies was some-stiat larger (.78 or about 
l/ll. of a standard grade). The differenoes were negative be­
tween three pairs of p'ogeaies and zero in two others. Sinee 
th® heifers sired by the high gaining Tmills were somewhat 
heavier at weaning than those by the slow gaining bulls the 
SOBiei&at better feeder grades may have been a reflection of 
better ©ondition of the faster gaining progenies. The 
results see® to indicate little genetlo relationship between 
type as measured by feeder grade and growth rates. 
Table 6 shows the average gross feed requlreiaents per 
unit gain expressed as Total Bigestlble lUtrients (T.D.I.) 
required per hundredwei^ it of gain, slaughter grades and ®ar-
oass grades of the steers that were fed out in the performance 
tests. As was to be expeoted th© faster gaining progeny 
groups tended to be more effioient in feed eonversion# the 
average difference between the paired progenies being i|.l 
pounds of T.D.I, per ©wt. gain, fbe differenees between the 
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p3?og«nl®8 in slaughter grades was verj amall, essentially 
aero, and apparently ramdoa. Soirawhat larger differences 
were shown between the high and low progenies in oareass 
grades. The average differenoe was still araiall however, and 
imounted to about 1/6 of a grade. Apparently the ©areassea 
of taie faster gaining aniaals had sli#itly more finish. 
These results also indieate that there is little genetie 
oorrelation between growth rate# and tjpe. 
Yearling feeder grades of the heifers at the end of the 
siJBwier @?a»ing season is shown in Table 7* fhe average dif-
ferenees between the hi^  and low progeny groups was snail 
(.78 about l/l|. grade). Although the average difference 
was positive and in favor of the progeny of the hig^ i gaining 
siresf a ntaber of pairs gave negative differenees. Again 
there is little indioation of geneti© relationship between 
type and growth rate. 
If indeed type and growth rate are not correlated 
genetieallyi except to the extent that th© higher condition 
of the faster gaining animals increases feeder grade, then 
selection for either trait should be effective without 
casusing a decline in the other. At least these data give no 
indication of negative oorrelation between type and rate of 
gain as has been frequently suggested in thm populM? 
livestock lore. 
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Table ?• ¥®arlliig feeder grade, heifer progenj average by 
sir® pairs 
X®ar Sir® Feeder yade^  
pain ligb. iMw . alpi W¥ Mr, 









1951 A1 3 2 
^ I I I ^ 5 2 
SHI 3 7 
1952 A3 10 S 
7 5 
H9 3 7 
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B. latiniates ©f H«ritabillty 
Estimates ©f heritability ©f poatwe^ aninig gain from rosmlta 
of aire selection 
It was showa in th© previous seotion that m imbiaaed 
©stimat® of beritability of postweaning gain oomld b® obtained 
as a regression of progeny p©rfo»an©®t weighted for dif--
ferenee in umbers in the different progenies* on sire dif» 
ferenees. It was j^ rther shora that optiw» weights to ms© 
for adjusteent for differenoes in progeny naBtoera, optiwea in 
tl3wj s«nse ©f liinlmislng the variano# of the estimate, would 
be obtained by dividing the difference bet wen the pe rf onafiuace 
of the two sires of a pair by the varianee of the progeugr 
gromps, i.e., w %/%• 
fhese weights were used to obtain separate estimates of 
regression in both the steer and heifer progenies, fwo other 
coiraonly used systems of weighting for unequal numbers, the 
inverse of the varianee 1/%# aad the rati© %%/(%+^ 2^  
where and Ig are the nmbers in the two progenies of a 
paJlj*, w«Kre also used t© obtain estimates of regression and of 
vitt»iane© of the estimate, finally an estimate was obtained 
using the sire and progeny differences unwei#ited, i.e., 
* 1. These different weights will be referred to as 
Wgi, and ¥q hereafter. Istiaates of regression and 
their varianee using each of these weij^ ting factors are 
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fabl® 8. Eatimates of r«gi?®a#i©ii and tb® variajac® of 
r®gr®salon matog different weighting faotors 
Wej^ hting faetor used Steera Heifers 
b cT^ b b 




"2- lAt .13 .09% .12 .081 (T^  
"3" »iV(% - "a' .13 .09? .11 .082 cr® 
"6 " 1 (equal weighting) .16 .113 6^  .10 .106 (T^  
® « Th© within sire progeny varisaaoe and la .0391 for 
steera and .0388 for heifers. 
shown in Table 8. 
Estimates of regression of the progeny averages on sire 
differenoes ranged fr» .110 to .1^ 6 in the steers and from 
.103 to .122 in the heifers» depending on the weighting systea 
used, fhe optimum wei#it«| lowest 
estimate of regression for ths steers and the highest for 
the heifers. On the other hand# equal weighting# ¥q « l^  
gave tbe largest estimate in the steers and the smallest in 
the heifers, fhls Is probably due to the relatively small 
differenee among the heifer progenies In the first three 
years of the e::^ erl3aent, 19%9-5l» rather wide dif­
ferenoes during th© last two y®arsji 19^ 2 and 1953* will 
be rwftei^ ered that the heifers of the first tlupee oalf crops 
19ii.9 to 19$1 were grazed at Blacks burg on pastures only fair 
in quality ^ i^le those of the last two ealf erops were 
gi»aa«d at tk« Somthwest Branoh Station under nearly optinum 
pastw© oonditions • 
Muctoi higher average gains were aade by tb© cattle at 
Glade Spring than at Blacksbmrg. Equal weighting of the dif­
ferent heifer progenies would tend to give less importanoe to 
the wider differenoes in the 1952 and 1953 grompa than the 
other weighting systems# On the other hand the gemral 
level of differences aaong the steer groups varied less from 
year to year so that the equal weighting system gave a 
hii^ er estimate of regression. 
fhe lowest saapling varianee was for the estimate ob­
tained by using weight® equal to 0i/?i as was predicted in 
tlMi satheiaatieal nodel. Eaoh of the other weighting sohemes 
gave larger variimoe. It appears that, if the linem? model 
is aooeptedi it is more iiiportant to take into aeount the 
size of % than of This would of oourae depend soiaewhat 
on the relative variability of the two terras. If were 
wBioh more uniform and (13^  + variable than in 
the present case the reverse migjat be true. 
Estimates of heritability Ch^ g^ ) were obtained by mul­
tiplying the estiaate of regression by two as is standard 
praotiee, i»e«, h^ g^  » 2b. Heritability estimates of post-
weaning gains for both steers and heifers by each of the 
wei^ ting schemes are shown in fable 9. 
fh® pooled standard deviation of daily gain among ths 
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fabl® 9. ©f h©ritability, with and. without corroo-
tioa for <liff@r®ii©«s in variano® <3"s 
(TP 
Weighting factor « 2b_ 2b C (Ta/ (To) 
Steera , Helf'ars St®®rs Heifera 
% " %/^ i 
Wg « l/\ .25 .2% .37 .3ii. 
V3 « %l2/% % .^ 6 .23 .38 .33 
Wq « 1 (oqual weighting) .31 .21 .l|.5 .30 
bull«4, oalemlatod from th® variane© within year, ag® and 
breed group was .28l|. lbs. Itoe respeotlv® standard deviation 
within sir® progenies was .198 for the steers and .197 lbs. 
for the heifers, ftom validity of the regression method for 
estimating hsrltabillty depends ©n the variance being the 
saaie In the populations froM ?^ ieh the data was obtained. 
Sinoe this elearly is not the oas® with the present data it 
is necessary to adjust the estimate for the differences in 
the varianees. fhis was don® by Multiplying the estimate, 
h g , by the ratio of th® standard deviations a/(Tp wher® 
(Ta is the standard deviation within groups of 'bulls and cTp 
the within sir® progeny standard deviations, fh® estimate in 
effect beeones a eorrelation instead of a regr®ssion. Th® 
adjustwant is .28l|/.198 for the steers and .28ii./.197 for th® 
h®if®ra, l.tilj. for eaeh group, fh© estimate# of h^  adjustad 
u 
tm differenets In variame® of siros and progenies are shown 
In fable f# 
fo obtain estimates of the variance \t it was necessary 
to assiJiae a valme for h^ g^ . fhe estimates in fable 8 above 
were obtained with an asaraaed value of h^ gS ©f .3, fhis is 
close to t\m figjire estimated from the unwei^ ted data for 
steers, k value of #3 for h%^  is reasonably close to the 
values of postweaning growth rates reported in other species. 
Any assumed value of h^ g2 used# Estimates of the 
aait^ lteg variance of b can be obtained by using different 
values for h^ g^ . Estimates of the sailing variance, using 
several values of h%2 froa 0 to .5# were calculated and are 
shown in fable 10. It aay be seen in fable lO that the 
sampling variance varies little over the range h^ g^  * .2 to 
h2g2 = ,5* In each case the estiiaate of Vj^  %ms sub follows: 
2h2g2 (1 » h^ gS) ^  4. ifg 
2^ intrasire progeny variance and was .0391 for the 
steers and .0388 for the heifers. 
Fidacial limits can be set on the estimates obtained by 
each of the wei#itlng systems by assuming different values of 
h%2 and calculating standard errors of estimates associated 
with the different assujEBed values, for exai^ le, the estimated 
regression, b « .1102, for steers using weights «ii = %Ai 
and unadjusted for differences in variance between sires and 
—2 (T 
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fabi® 10, San^ ling varianc® ©f th® estimata of ragrassion in 
staars and halftrs for dlffarant values of h^ gS 
and diffarant waightlng aehsmas 
affld «2i = l/Vi „3,,V2_ «01-1 
ssun^ d J weights) 
Staart 
.5 .0031 .0039 •00i|.0 .OOI4.6 
.3 .0030 .0037 .0038 .OOiii}. 
,2 .0028 •0035 .0036 .00i|.3 
1 .0024 .0032 ,0032 .0039 
.0023 .0029 .0029 .0028 
Heifer® 
5 .0028 .0032 .0032 .001^ 3 
3 •0026 .0032 .0032 .OOkl 
.2 .0025 •0031 •0030 .00110 
1 .0022 .003® .0028 .0037 
.0020 .0030 .0025 .0031^ . 
progeny is significantlj greater than zero. Th® estimat® 
• 1102 is nior® than tt^ ice as large as the standard error 
(.OlfSl) with the assumed -ralme h%2 5s q, .1102 is sig­
nificantly sfflialler than .25* ffci# differen©® (.25 - .1102 » 
#1398) is more than twioe the standard error (.0559) tor an 
assumed value of h^ g^  w .S- fpp®r and lower fiducial limits 
were eomputed for the estimates of h (and h2g2) for both 
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steers and heifers using each of th® weighting aethods and 
both adjusted and tmadjusted for differeaoes in variotiee. 
fhese are shown in fable 11« 
It remains t® inquire whioh usthod ©f weighting should 
be aecepted as giving the best estiwate of regression and 
heritability. It was shown above that weights proportional 
to the difference between sires» gave ©ptimum estimates 
in the statistioal sense in that varianoe of the estimate la 
miniMiaed. fhe author has intuitive objeotion to 
aoeeptlng i«ii|^ ts based on sire differences. Perhaps this is 
based on several ©ases in the present studj where large sire 
differences gave small ©r negative differences bet%wen 
progenies. It nay be that the large differences between 
sires in this study were due to th® low sire of a pair being 
unusually low in rate of gain rather than to the high sire 
having an imusually hig^  rate of gain. It is suggested that 
the unusually low rates of gain may be due to unusual or 
accidental non-geneti© causes such as sub-clinical infection, 
etc.# rather than to genotypes for very low growth rates. 
fhis would imply that there are two ©lasses of environmental 
effects» on® being of considerably larger magnitude than the 
other. If this were true one would wish to minimise the 
effect of the very wide sire differences in estimating 
heritabilities that are t® be used in predicting progress 
fro® selection among sires that are average or better. 
IX, WsekUMMtg' esMmtes with $$% fMrni-tH liMts fm ^f£&te^  




.220 M3 .m .m .6^  .1^  
.2^  .0% .366 .726 .0^  
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•3=1^  .227 .k$9 .002 .327 »66l .(^ 3 
*0 = 1 .206 .m <0 .m •638 <0 
9© 
In statistieal terras on® Is throwing doubt on the 
validity of th© linear model# If on© aeoepta th© theory that 
large sire differenees tend to be less heritable than smaller 
differenoes then one is suggesting that in fact th© relation­
ship ia curvilinear not linear. Tkm regression line would be 
one of deereasing slope as D laereases. 
A test of this idea was furnished th® author by Gomstook 
(19514.) • It is a teat of the linearity of the regression of f 
on D. It is someirtiat different» eoaputationally# £mm the 
usual ease in that the origin is seroi that is, it is 
accepted that when B is ssero f will on the average be zero. 
The resulting analysis of varlanoe, using the data unweighted, 
is as follows: 
M.S. 
2 .397ij. .1987^  ^
il) 
3ouroe of fariation 
Qjaadratio regression 
Mnear regression 
Deviation of quadratie 
from linear {1) 





.2^ 98^  
.lli.76* 
.0183 
 ^< .01 
"^ T^his mean square is very nearly signifiasoit at the .01 
level and of oourae signifioant at the .05 level. 
ttiese results suggest quite strongly that the regression 
is in faet eurvilinear and that large values of D are less 
heritable than small ones. It this is aoeeptedj, th# ehoioe 
n 
of m estimator of ^  becomes a different matter from the 
usually accepted criterion of mlnimuffi variance. One would 
wish some sort of an average value ©f/5' rather than mixiirnvm 
variame of the estimate* One of the weighting lystems in 
which the value of D is ignored# auda as 
"31" might give a aore useful estimate of 
heritability, useful in the s«ise of predicting proves® from 
selection, fhe author's preference is for one of these or 
atoilar weighting systeas, raifeer than on© bated on D or on 
estiiiatea froM unweighted data. 
2« Bstinaatea of heritability froa paternal half»aib 
oorrelationa 
Heritability estSaates for all traits studied in both 
steers aad heifers were derived frc«m intra-elass correlation 
of paternal half-sibs. fh# results are shorn in Tables 12 
and 13. 
It should be pointed out that estimation of heritability 
by the paternal half-sib method involves the assumption that 
the sires are a randoa s«»ple fro® some unselected popula­
tion. fhis requirement was not met in the present study. 
The sires were highly selected for rate of gain. Th.±a eeleo-
tion would inflate the heritability estimates of the selected 
trait if the selection were at all successful in drawing the 
progeny means apart, i.e., if h%2 is any value other than 
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mrorn It would also similarly bias though to a lesser de®peo 
the heritability estimates of traits correlated genetically 
with rate of gain* fhe estimates obtained from the present 
data by parental half-sib ©orrelations may well be too high. 
3* Estimates of heritabilitir fr» parent "^ offspring 
eofflparisons 
leritateility estiaates for ©ertain traits were derived 
from parent-offspring regressloi^ i. Those obtained from re­
gression of offspring on daa are shown in fables lii. and 16 
while those derived from regression of progeny average on 
sire are In fables 1$ and 17* 
The aoouracy of heritability estimates derived from 
parent off spring regression depends much more on the nuaber 
of par®nts than on the nuMber of offspring, since the parent 
is the independent variable. Eegressions of progeny average 
on sire's reeord in this study were ©alomlated within year. 
Therefore# there are only 30 degrees of freedom for sires 
within years. This materially limits the reliability of ths 
estimates based on these regressloua. fhe sires were highly 
selected so far as dally gain was oonoerned. This, however, 
should not Introduee bias int© tl^  estimates. 
Considerably more degrees of freedom were available for 
the estimates based on offsprlng-daa regressions. ®ae dams 
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this restriction is not n®e®ssary in regression analysis. 
!!h© 0sti»at«s of heritability for f©«d®r oalf grad® at 
weaning in th® offspring dm eoiaparisons ar® quit® low. 
fh®a® 0stimat®s ar® probably not v®ry reliable sins® a muoh 
ooarser elassifioation of grades was used in grading th® dams 
than was used with the offspring* Most of th® daas were 
graded only by full grades Csueh as Cholo® or (iood) or by 
thirds {«0h as CJholee plus, average Choiee or Ghoioe 
ainus). Sine® th® grades of the offspring were obtained as 
averages of th® grades of thr«® or raor® graders to th© 
nearest tenth of a grade the grades of th® offspring were 
ten to 30 times more fii»ly classified than those of th© 
daiB8» This may explain the low herltability of feeder grades 
estimated froii offspring dsm regressions. 
Correlation amtm traits 
(Jenetic and phenotyple oorrelations among the various 
traits studied in both steers and heifers are shown in Tables 
18 and 19. fhe phenotypie oorrelations were obtained from 
the pooled intragroup varianees and eovariances* The 
genetic oorrelations were obtained from paternal half-sib 
analysis aooordlng to nethods described by Hazel <gLt al.{19l4.3)* 
It is possible that the selection that was praotieed aaaong 
the sires might bias th® estimates of genetic correlations 
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tfe® ability ©stiiaates'. • Saoh a bias would b« smaller 
than that for the herltability ©stimat®® how®v®r. 
5* Biseussion 
Th» ©stimat®® of heritabilltf of postw®aiiing gain of th® 
st«®r in f«edl©t found in this study ar® considorably lower 
than Most sueh ®0tlmat®s reported by other investigators. 
Most of th®s« other® vmrm d®rlv®d fro» paternal half sib 
analyiis laid range In valu® from •$ to abov® 1*00* CKnapp 
md Sordakog, 19i4.^ | &iapp and Glark, 19$0i fattarson ot al«a 
19i|.9j Sh«lby 9t 1955). Warwiok and Cartwright (1955) 
r®port«d t©«»what lowor ®stiaat®« of heritability of post-
weaning gain also based on half sib 0orr«latl©ns but making 
us® of th® "gain ratio* rather than absolut® values for th® 
gain# fh® us® of th® "gain ratio" is presumed to remove th© 
"sire X year" interaotion reported by Cartwright (1955)« 
Istiisates found in this study for heritability of postweaning 
gain of heifers ©n pasture during their yearling suaaier ar® 
eloser to thos® reported by other investigators. fh@s® in-
G^ ude the estiiwte .19 repo^ rted by Sartwri^ it {1955)# those 
reported by Kooh and Slark {1955a) ranging from .18' to .39. 
It has been pointed out frequently that a disadvantage 
of the half sib method of estiaation of heritability is that 
®^ saii^ ling error is rattier high, fh® sir® ©omponent of 
variance is iaultipll®d by a faetor of four, so that any 
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BTt&Ts aaaoalated with th® ©stlaat® of th® sir© component ar« 
iiailarly inflated, toy ®3a¥ia?0m®ntal ©ffsets that ar® 
p«®uliai» to a paftieiO.ai? air# progtnj wouM fed included in 
th® sir® diffarene©®# Also aires that M@r® th®ms®lir©s high 
gainers twt lifaleh sir^'d ttnlf@ii»l|r l©w gaining progeny or vie® 
v®rsa» as was th# ®ase with eertala »ir®» in this study# would 
eoatribut®' positively t© the herltability estfcaat®.. 
On the other hand, estiaates on regression of offspring 
©n parent whioh are multiplied toy only a factor of two should 
have lower srapllng error i®d should be leas affeoted by 
enviroiia®ntal eorrelations • A proper evaluation would also 
be Made of these eases in whioh pro^ny of above average 
parent® were eonaisstently below average in performance# In 
most oases heritabllity estMates based on regression of off­
spring on parent I or on results aehieved from seleotion, have 
been lower than eatimates from the saae data derived by the 
half-sib Method. An exaaipl® of this are the heritabllity 
estimates recently reported by Sooh -snd Clark Cl955a# 1955b). 
Estimates from th® same data were generally lower when 
derived from regressions ©f progeny on sir® or data than when 
estimated from half^sib eorrelations# 
For these reasons it is e©nolu.d«d 'that the previously 
reported heritabllity ostinates In exoess of m$ whioh had 
been obtained from half-sib analysis # are probably too high. 
Bstiiaates obtained in the present study as a result of sire 
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s®l®otion rangliig from .22 to .31 unadjusted ot .32 to mkS 
adjusted for diff©r@ne@s in vicrian©® of progeny and sires, 
seem to be more realistie. fhmj are within th® range of 
heritability estimates of postweaning growth reported by 
seTeral investigators in other speeies {Graft# 1950s Rendel, 
1950). However, the oonfidenee limits of the present esti-
Mates were rather wide. If, however, regression of progeny 
average on sire differenoea is ourvilinear rather than linear 
as was suggested, then the estimates obtained In the present 
stttdy from the results of sire selection may be aosiewhat too 
low, partieularly where weighting was proportional to D, the 
sire differenoes. fhe author therefore ooneludes that the 
true value of heritability of postweaning gains is positive, 
that it lies between zero and .5 and is probably in th« 
nei#iborhood of one third. 
Relatively few estimates of genetic oorrelation of 
traits in beef ©attle have been published. Host of these 
have been eonoerned with relationships mmg ®Btlns in dif­
ferent periods, fhose reported by Koeh and CJlark (195^ ) 
seem most nearly comparable with this study. A fairly high 
genetic correlation was found in both studies between gains 
in a particular period and grade or score at the end of the 
period. Koch and Clarte found genetic correlations of .ij.? 
between gain from birth to weaning and weanling score and of 
.144 between yearling gains md yearling score. Ooaparable 
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«stiittat«s trom tMs study ar® .||.5 and .3I for genetlo corro-
lation b©tw«#n weight at I82 dajis and feeder gpad© at weaning 
in the two sexesj .i|.8 between gain in feedlot and slaughter 
grade in steera and .59 between yearling gains on pasture and 
yearling feeder grade in heifers• 
The relationships found between preweaning and post-
weaning gains in tMs study, however, are quite different 
from thoae reported by loeh Olark. fhey found negative 
genetic and phenotypie oorrel&tiona, •.05 and -.36 respee-
tively, between gain fro» birth to weaning and yearling 
gaina. fhey ooneluded that preweoaing and postweaning gains 
are genetically independent# In the present study, both the 
genetic and phenotypie oorrelafeions between weight at i82 
days md subsequent gaina were positive and the genetio 
correlation is fairly large# In tto.© steer® the genetic and 
phenotypie oorrelations between weight at 182 days and feed-
lot gains were .69 and *27 respectively. Tkm corresponding 
correlations in the heifers were .51 -20 between 182 day 
weight and yearling gain. 
3Rie estimates of Koch «nd Clark {1955a) mr@ based on 
several time# as wach data as the present study and for this 
reason might be considered aore reliable| however, it is 
possible that the differences in the correlations in their 
study and tMs on® may be the result of tlMi different 
enviroraaants under wMch the cattle were raised. Their data 
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w®r® obtaiiitd from th® reoords aoetMUlated at th® U. S« 
Rang# Station at Miles Gity* Hontana. aivironmental eondl-
tions there are typical of the seal«arid Horthern Great 
flains area* Cattle are kept on th® runge without shelter 
the year round. Supplemental feed is given only during 
severe storas or drou#it». Th# present study, however, was 
©on<&ioted under much more favorable environmental conditions 
and without the typloal interruptions of growth that ooour 
under range eondltlons «3uring droughts or in winter. It 
should be pointed out also that in both studies the genetic 
oorrelatlon was larger than the phenotypio one. 
If the positive genetie oorrelatlon between preweaning 
and postweaning growth rate apparent in this study is real, 
it will be of marked advantage to the breeder in improving 
the postweaning growth potential of hi® animals. Seleetions 
©an be made lauoh more easily and eeonoialeally at weaning 
ti33» than at later dates. Soleetlon among sire progenies 
for heavy weaning weight should lead to improvement in subse­
quent gpowth rates, frogeny tests eould be largely based on 
preweaning performance without liie necessity of easpenslve 
postweaning perforaanoe tests, this is of sufficient impor­
tance to justify further investigation to verify the results 
of this study. 
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VI • CONGIiUSlOIS 
From %h«s© reiultis th.® following ©omlusions ar® 
reacbod by th® author* 
1. Horitability of postwoaning growth rat© in beef 
eattl© has a positive value between zero and one half, fhe 
®ost probable value is in the neighborlK>od of one third, 
latiaates in exoeas of on© half reported by other investi­
gators and obtained by paternal half sib ©orrelations are 
believed to be to© high by a faetor of at least 50 per cent. 
2. The regression of postiK»aaing growth rates of 
progeny on parent*® reeord is probably curvilinear rather 
than linear. Estimates based on ©xtr©»e values of parental 
perfomanee are likely to be to© low lAen applied to predie-
tions of progress to be made fron seleotion among parents of 
near average perfomanoe or above. 
3. Qains made on pasture during the yearling suramer 
may be used for sire ©valuation, provided the pasture is 
aiiqple in quantity and Mgh in quality. 
I|.. Preweaning and postweaning growth rates are posi­
tively correlated genetloally. ftie correlation is of the 
order of one half to two thirds. Seleotion on the basis of 
preweaning growth rate should be effeotlv© in improving post­
weaning growth. 
lOk. 
5« Sires selected for gaining ability abov© av«rag« on 
performan©® t®sts oan b® ©xpeeted t® sir® progeny average &r 
below about on® third of th© tto&. fhia would, make a progeny 
test aMong selected sires desirable. 
6. Q-rowtk rat© said grades are independent genetically. 
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¥11* StJIKABX 
Tb© prineipal otojeetlv® ©f tMa liwestigatlon was to  
obtain ©stimatea of beritabilitf of postwsaning growth rat® 
of b«@f oattle* Ssitiwatss of Irritability of sovoral prodmo-
tion traits war® also obtain®d fr©» patornal half sib 
analysis, from regression of progsny av®rag® on sir®*# 
r®eord faid frcm intrasir® rsgressioa of offspring on dam. 
Phanotypi© and gen®tie eorr®lations among th® traits w®r® 
also ®stiBiated» 
Bight®®n young b®®f bmlls w®r® sel®©t@d for hi|^  rates 
of gain and 18 for low rates of gain fro« gromps of young 
bulls which w®r® on perfomano® feeding tests ov®r a fiv® 
year period* fh® average diff®r®ne® in daily gain in th® 
feeding tost of 168 days was lbs# per day. The bulls 
w®r« paired* on® high and on® low gaining, within year, 
br®®d, and ag® groups and mated randoaly to grade Hereford 
oows for a progeny test, fh® steer progeny were individually 
full fed for 200 days following w«anlng. The heifer progeny 
were wintered largely on roughage and graaed on permanent 
bluegrass pastur® their yawlii^  suaiaier. ¥nwei#ated average 
differences in postweaning daily gain between the progenies 
of the high and low gaining bulls was .007 lbs. per day for 
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the steers imd .058 Ihs. per day for the heIfera. 
HerItability estimates of postweaaing daily gain based 
on regression of progeny differences on sire differences 
ranged fr<m ,22 to .31 for the steers isid from .21 to .2I4. for 
the heifers, depending on the weights used to adjust for dif­
ferences in progeny numbers. Wion adjusted for differences 
in irarianoe samong the sires and among the progeny groupsj, 
i.e.# converted to standiffd measure# these estimates become 
.32 to for the steers and .30 to .35 for the heifers. 
Estimates of heritability from paternal half-sib corre­
lations are# for the steers! weight at 182 days .08| feeder 
grade at weaning .3O1 daily gain in feedlot .30| T. D. I. per 
ewt. gain l.Oli.} slaughter grade .531 carcass grade .16 and 
tax- the heifers! weight at I82 days .755 feeder grade at 
weaning .57» yearling paster® gains .56l yearling feeder 
grade .20. fhese estimates are probably biased upward because 
the sires were a selected rather th®n a random sample. 
Heritability estimates based on regression of progeny 
average on sire are, for the steers! feeder grade at weaning 
.161 daily gain in feedlot .21| f. D. M. per cwt. gain .22 
and for the heifersi feeder grade at weaning .63; post-
weaning daily gain .20. 
Estimates of heritability obtained frwi intrasire re­
gression of offspring in dara are for the steers 8 postweaning 
daily gain .lt.0 and for the heiferss daily gain on pasture 
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•57l yearling f®®d©r grsd® .32. 
fh® ®atiiaat©s of gon®tie ©orrelations saaong fch® irarious 
traits atmdied from paternal half sib analysis w®r® all 
P®&ltl¥® ®xe®pt th@8® b®tis^ ®n grades and suba«qu®nt growth 
rates whieh appear t® h« ind®p®nd®nt genetically. 
High positiT® eorrelationsi ar® indieat®d between gains 
in a particular period and grades at the end of th® period. 
Slaughter and caroass grades ha^ ® hi^  genetic correlation 
and th® correlation betiieen feeder grade at weaning and 
alau#iter, oareass# or yearling feeder grades are aw^ derately 
high, ferhaps the aost ii^ ortant genetic correlation is that 
between preweaning growth rate and subsequent rate of gain in 
feedlot or on pasture, fhis was estiaated to be .69 for the 
steers and ,$1 in the heifers. Improvement in both traits 
should result froia selection for either. 
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A. Proof that variant® of h Is winlmlaed if w®i#its used ar® 
W|^  w %Ai« After 1, G©msto©k (1956) 
¥#i^ ts that miniralz® <3-% ar© derived as follows. 
1» fak® th® partial derivative of (j-% with respeot to 
eaoh of the wei^ ts* 
2« Set eaeh derivative equal to aer© to obtain as many 
equations as wights. 
3. Solve the set of simultaneous equations for a set of 
v»-
Aetually.j ©onslderation of but on© of the derivatives 
indicates the solution in this instanee. Consider th© 
derivative with respeot to ^ 11 (the ease '^ ere 1 * 1), 
^0-^ . ^ - [1 ^ [f Vi 1 ®i 
Setting this'equal to zero and dividing throu^  by 
Wfe obtain 
 ^«!%] ^  
f 
I W ] «11 -
WiVx 1 WiDi . Di f w2i Vi 
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Solutions tor ®v«py oth«r weight will obviously b® of tMs 
same form* In general 
w, . Pj 
1*1% 
However the quantity 
1 "1 ^ 1 
Vi 
is a constant for any set of values of the Hence setting 
as D /? , their sizeii relative t® eaeh other (the only 
thing that counts), results in the saae effective weighting 
as setting the _ « 
M, , % i < % 
fi X4 i *i^ i 
fhe latter point is demonstrated as follows t Iiet Q « any 
constant and let « 0^  ^represent any series of wei^ t# 





i *1 % 
Z 
\ 4 % 
• • • • ^ • --iiiS 
z 
i 
Z / V i "i H 
B, froof that 
3.18 
 ^% 
After R. B. Coiastoclc {19514.) 
Let th® first of thes© quantities he s^ rabolized as X and 
the second as X. Ttosn 
 ^% 
1 fT'/ % ir 
so 
If 
ttiat X > y If f 1/Vi X ^  ^ p %" 
if expanded w® ©htaln 
+ •• *• 
'n 
n being th© number of values of D Vg (I.e., 1.1. 2. 
n). In addition for eaoh pair of values of D/¥, say the 
we g«t 2 .If  ^_i X 
 ^ *1 
i-th and th® j-th 
is expanded we al#© get as part of the answer, but 
in this ease for each pair of values of D/V we get 
A 4.  ^ 2 W-# ,, g' . Instead ©f «%L,4 
But + D? 2 Dj^ D, 
so i- ^  
 ^^ V 
i 1 
iJ 
fhey are equal only nfeen all are equal, 
